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Lordsburg", New Mexico, Friday, February 18, 1916

No. 14

MAY IMPORT LIQUOR
INTO ARIZONA FOR

PERSONAL USE

MINSTREL

SHOW

SATURDAY

The state supreme court of Arizona has decided the the importa
tion of liquor for "personal use"
was not in violation of state prohibition.
The decision was made in thf
Will it be good?
case of W. J. Sturgeon, convictet1
Nothing will ever be better.
in Yuma county on the charge of
Some of the best of local talent
introducing a quart of wine inte
the state. Sturgeon contended he will see to it that the big show
elipses any event ever staged in
brought it in for personal use. Superior Court Judge Baxter held Lordsburg. The members of the
that his act was in violation of the company have been working hard
;o bring the big show down to perlaw. ,
The supreme court held that fection.
All the latest and popular songs
Baxter erred in refusing the appellant's offer of evidence that he will be sung by those who know
brought the liquor in the stajte for low. Local comedy galore will be
"eatured. As the announcements
personal use.
"It Í3 not unlawful in Arizona to itate, "this show is built for laugh-;npurposes only." And talking
have or to personally use intoxicating liquors," the opinion stated ibout surprises there are hundreds of them. Make your plans
The court's opinion stated:
"The introduction of liquor in- for next Saturday night. You can
to the state for personal use is no1 not afford to miss it. Songs Comedy
More Songs and
Farce
prohibited by the
act. The prohibition amendment in Laughs. That's all there is to it.
so far as it attempts to interdict
the shipment, transportation of, or WILL OPEN NEW
introduction of liquor in the state-foFURNISHINGS STORE
lawful purposes is ineffectual
as it is an attempt to regulate inMrs. Fanny Cook, of Duncan,
terstate commerce."
Ariz., will open a ladies' and chilliquor
for
of
orders
Hundreds
dren's furnishings store here in
we're telegraphed outside of the the building owned by W. II. Small
state following the decision, it is which is to be moved to the lot
reported.west of the Scott garage in the
near future. Mrs. Cook has been
IMPORTANT CASE ON 26TH very successful in her Duncan es- The case of the United States of large patronage through her spe
America vs.: the State of New cializing in ' her line of goods.
Mexico in setting a line for the tabhshment, having built up a
boundary of the mineral zone to Through several visits to this city
the south of Lordsburg, is to be sjie decided that Lordsburg would
'heard in the court of the local be one of the most logical places
United States Commissioner on in the southwest for a branch of
February 26. Government men are her' Duncan store and will make
now here making surveys and sam this a distribution point. Mrs
pling the ground in an .effort to Cook is a progressive business wo
present evidence . to discern be man and will no doubt be very suc
tween the agricultural and grazing cessful in her undertaking here.
land and mineral lands bordering
on the Virginia Mining District.
The Whitlock ranch, formerly
Application has been made to owned by James V. Parks of Dun
the State of New Mexico to pur can,' who sold it to James Cook and
chase lands between this city and H. L. Johnson of Wilcox last fall,
the 85 mine, the selection of which again changed ownership this
is held pending the land office de week when the latter sold it to
cision.
Mr,' Gleeson has
John Gleeson.
taken- possession of the property,
d
milch cows; 7 which is a cattle ranch, formerly
brood sows at $9 per head ; six gen- known as the Rail N." The con
tle pony mares at $45 per head. For sideration, although not made pub
information see F. V. Bush, Lords- lie, is said to be in the neighborburg, N. M.
hood of $200,000. Duncan News.
-
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8INOLK COriES. TEN CENT

GETS WATER

SCHOOL NOTES
The winner of the oral spelling
drilled by A. A. Williams match held at the school house on
MAGAZINE SECTION Monday night was easy picking being
Mr.
Wooton north of town at Friday afternoon, February 11th.
for
'or burglars,
depth
of 135 feet with a flow was Albert Murray, a sixth grade,
Lords-JurWith this week's issue the West hieves, robbers, et al., in
student. Carrie James of the
10 feet within the surface.
For some time past
ern Liberal begins its
h
seventh grade won the prize in
ly illustrated magazine section ii.
he streets have been crowded with
written spelling contest, missing
ROAD BOOSTERS HERE
the form lately adopted by tho unknown characters of dubious
three
words out of die hundred.
higher class magazines of th Jrands who
The exhibition of sewing, draw
Joseph
A.
made
have
Cohn,
themselves
of
editor
the
'
United States. In this issue then
manual training and all other
are Robert W. Chambers, Randal cnown in heart and soul before Duncan News, and Ii. L. Reed of ing,
the Duncan Garage, were here studies, received most favorable
Parrish, C. N. and A. N. William riving Lordsburg the merry
"
son and others. Two are complete
Witness: The office of the Tuesday putting up sign posts comment from the large number
short stories, and one continued lordsburg Power Company and of between this city and the Gila of people who viewed it. Quite
story, "The Air Pilot." Two weekf
iver, pointing the way to the a number of people gasped in
surprise when they first entered
from today the second number wil? he Ritter Lumber Yard was
Southern National Highway.
with the use of a skeleton
appear and it is planned to hav
the room whose walls were cover- it even better than the first, wit! tey some time Monday night and
ed.with the exhibitions of work.
a thrilling story by B. F. Robin
FOR STEEPLEROCK The parents were pleased, the
few Burrows Adding Machine and LEAVES
son, a
with A. Conar wo Underwood Typewriters, a
Cyrus
Meyer, who for some children proud. Could anything
R.
Doyle. The Liberal s
h
time past has been connected better be said
ly magazine contains no mail ordei a Protectograph stolen.
Clifton will be here Saturday.
Number 2: The warehouse of with the Lordsburg Garage, left
advertising and advertises onl."
goods carried by the merchants of ;he Eagle Drug Mercantile Com- on Tuesday for Steeplerock, N.M. to break the tie existing between
teams.
Wil
Lordsburg and surrounding towns pany was broken into and several where he will have charge of the our basket-bal- l
ans of coal oil stolen.
operations of the Eclipse Mining Lordsburg be at the grounds to
Other Features
Besides our Magazine Section
NumberS: The ranch home of Company's property. Mr. Meyer root for us?
the Liberal calls attention again tt iValter Rebusch north of town was
On Thursday afternoon, Feban experienced mining man
the Western Newspaper Union Ser ione through by robbers and goods and will no doubt be successful ruary 10, the Patron's Society
o
the value of about $50 are miss- in his new undertaking.
vice giving the epitome news of tht
held their first regular monthly
world's events, covering the war, ing.
meeting. Besides being useful
sports, Washington, general news
Number 4 : Several fires were
to teacher, pupil and parent, it
of the United States and Europe .tarted on the Hardin ranch west
IMPORTANT ROAD NEWS
was decidedly interisting.
)f town and but for the timely
condensed into short paragraphs
Mr. McClure accepted
County
Taxpayers'
The
Cochise
the
iction
News
Mexico
in
New
neighbors
of
State
Our
the entire
English and Spanish, giving all of place would have been destroyed. Association is urging a million presidents' chair, with a few
Number 5 v The concrete found-itio- n dollar road bond issue to repair pleasant remarks; following this
the news of the Sunshine State in
of the. new bungalow being and rebuild the more important the business was attended to.
brief and the more important news
in detail is not to be execelled
auilt by J. Heather adjoining the roads of that county. An exLater on, Miss Dempiwolfe
Other features are stock and farm 3tar Theater was maliciously des- penditure of $128,349 on the road spoke on "Industrial Work, its
news and special features of newt troyed by vandals Monday night. oetween noaeo and Douglas is effect on the child and home."
nterest up to the date of publica The foundation was put in Monday recommended; $45.512 between The speaker gave reasons for the
tion. Our editorial paragraphs on ifternoon and was pie for those San Simon and Bowie and $58, need of vocational training and
page 2 are smile getters. Don't who destroyed it, besides pulling
miss any of the Liberal's many fea- leveral pickets out of the fence 803 between Bowie and Wilcox. Domestic Science in this age
more than in any preceding one.
tures.
For a good hearty laugh ind leaving other remembrances.
Miss Dempiwolfe's speech receivgood line up has been secured
read the Pumpkin Hill Items.
CATTLE BRAND RECORD
ed the undivided attention of her
n who did the work and prosecuAT THE CHURCHES
Circular letters were sent out audience.
tions are to be made.
Many of these malicious
Mr. R. B. Ownby asked that
from the Western
s this week
Rev. E. C. Morgan of the Methocan be directly
to a Liberal office te the cattlemen of the parents keep their children
dist church of Deming exchanged et of Lordsburg youthstraced
who have southern Grant County in an ef punctual in attendance, till the
pulpits with Rev. W. S. Kuggett een
windows in the fort to compile a cattle brand very end of school and especially
Sunday and delivered two excel- schoolbreaking
house,
and res- record for weekly publication. to see that the children attend on
lent termons whicn were heard by ist shown to churches,
retard
"cute
their
'
large number of returns have Friday afternoons.
;.rre congregations. Rev. Morwith no effective efforts been made
more
re
Lyceum
are
gan is a fluent speaker and has a lehces
and
a
course
Plans
for
if
for
which should land them in
captivating delivery in "putting ricks"
he Reform School at Springer. If ceived the record will be com- next year and a contest for the
over" his big truths. Both of 'his 'his thing keens un Lordsburar will pleted within a few weeks' time. boys having beautiful gardens
sermons here Sunday were of e a joy lorever.
were discussed and given to the
great benefit to those who attended
committee.
Here's
Appreciation
MACHINES
RECOVERED
and all appreciate having him here
The president and members of
H. F. Edson, president of the
for the occasion.
WEDNESDAY .
the Patrons' Society all spoke of
Company,
Realty
dison
Santa
of
On Wednesday morning there
their appreciation of the work
Sunday evening" at the Baptist
to The done
Cruz, California,
this year, and especially of
church Rev. J. A. Land delivered appeared in Hachita a man en Western Liberal aswrites
1
follows :
'
one of the most interesting and deavoring to sell two Underwood
the exhibition.you
copy
to
want
thank
for
the
sermons ever typewriters, a Burrows adding
"hard hitting
will
The
meeting
be a
next
kindly
preached in Lordsburg and one machine and a rrotectograüh of your paper which you So
social
second
hall
the
K.P.
the
at
that the entire community would One of the Hachita merchants sent me and to appreciate your Thursday evening in March, at
It certainly was a 8 o'clock.
have received much benefit from wired the El Paso agency of the courtesy.
beauty and is a credit to you.
The theme of Rev. Land's sermon Underwood Lompany
and they Indeed, the town should be glad
was "Indifference," giving the var
Autos For Sale
ious reasons for religious stagna- in turn intormed the W. F. to have such a progressive newsAbbott-Detrotion in Lordsburg, which has failed Ritter Lumber Company. With paper and should support it
1914, electric
to be revived after many, many in a few minutes .time Sheriff heartily in every way.
starter, good shape, looks good,
evangelistic meetings. "The trru. H. J. McGrath and Constable
cost$1915.00; will sell for $500.00.
ble is with too many people saying Oscar Allen were on their way
Also 1916 Overland, cost $825.00
HERE
REVIEW
TAX
them'Let them do it,' when they
to Hachita and before two hours
price $500.00. Address box. 128,
selves are the ones who should take had passed all the goods stolen
Volume 1, No. 1, of "The New Deming, New Mexico.
nr
i
rt
action first," said Rev. Land. The ei rom il
me uiuer ornee were re Mexico Tax Review" reached The
sermon was one not only for the covered and
one, Charlie Simpson Liberal's exchange deskthiswepk
CAFE SOLD
members of the Baptist church, was. under arrest,
charged with and it is prized as one of the most
The Vuksanovich Cafe was sold
but every church member in Lords
burg, and it should be repeated at the theft of the goods. Simpson valuable State periodicals reach- on Saturday to Claud L. Nichols forj
was brought to Lordsburg by ing this office, and one which is merly of this city but late of
a mass meeting.
Messrs McGrath and Allen and doing good with results to show Blue, Ariz. Dave Vuksanovich will
in the local jail. He. will for it. The Review is the organ leave for Globe, Ariz., where he is
MINES AND MINING placed
have a preliminary hearing be of the Tax Payers' Association, interested in a lar.i;e billiard parfore Judge Marsails Friday after with A. E. James, tax expert, at lor with his brother. Mr. Nichols,
OLD TIMER HERE
noon
when Assistant District the helm. He is doing a won- the new owner, is an old timer in
Wing,
of Johnson,
James T.
section and needs no introAttorney
Vaught will be here. derful work in New Mexico. It this
Ariz., was here last Friday greet
In the early days he was
duction.
lng his many friends and renewing It is alleged that the machines is through his efforts that the a cowpuncher at Gold Hill, later
Mr. Wing is were taken to Hachita in an auto- tax payers of Grant county have moving to Arizona, where he was
old acquaintances.
well known in Lordsburg and in mobile late at night. A through witnessed the lightening oí their very successful in the cattle busisouthern Grant county, where he investigation is being made of burden, and all the county wishes ness. He has a large number of
has been interested in mining for the affair.
Mr. James and Mr. Henning and friends here, who welcome him
At one
the past half century..
back.
Review the best of luck.
the
master-me
time Mr. Wing was
HILE LEAVES
RV.
chanic at the old Carlisle mine at
Steeplerock during the height of
ReV. J. A. Hile of the Church of
its activity. He predicts that the Christ left on Monday morning for
property will "come back" and that Rising Star, Texas, where he will
when unwatered the high grade enter into evangelistic work. Rev
ores will be found as well as im- Hile has made many friends dur
mense bodies of milling ores.
ing his four months' stay here In
Mr. Wing is an interesting con- Lordsburg who regret his depar
versationalist and will always find ture. Rev. Hile is one of the best
the latch string out at the Liberal versed theologians in the west and
office.
will no doubt be successful in hi
new calling in the evangelistic
George H. Utter, owner of the field.
TjonAToes"
Carlisle. Jim Crow and other pro
perties at Steeplerock, was here on SELLS LOTS IN THE
Saturday en route to his home in
CROCKER ADDITION
Silver City. Mr. Utter reports the
Fifteen choice lots on the Crock
The
Carlisle nearly unwatered.
;Take our advice and buy
400 foot level has been reached and er addition of Lordsburg were sold
by the end of the week the winze by J. M. Bedore, the well known
only reliable canned goods.
from the 4U0 to the duo iooi levei real estate dealer and land auc
You can't afford to take a
is expected to be from under water. tioneer Saturday afternoon on the
Immense bodies of complex ores ground. A good sizer crowd turned
questionable
with
chance
g
out owing to Mr. Bedore s persist
have been found during the
and every indication points ent advertising, and bidding was
stock for the sake of a few
to a revival of big things at the never lagging throughout the en
tire sale. This being the first lot
pennies.
famous Carlisle.
auction ever held here, a good
Six men on each division of the many curiosity
seekers were
Our canned goods are of
S. P. and in each general shop who present but before they got away
scorpoints
safety
Mr.
highest
Bedore
in
had either sold them
rank
highest quality, and the prices
ed will be presented with an at- a lot or had secured their bid on
are low.
tractive watch fob with a rolled some of the property. Many of the
gold charm at the end of the fiscal railroad boys and several from the
year closing June 80, 1916.
Several
mines bid in property.
Safety first!
On the fa-- of the charm wiil be new residences will go up on the
inscribed the company's safety em- Crocker addition as the result of
blem and on the reverse side the this sale and this materially tend
name of the employe to whom to increase the property valuations
awarded will be inscribed. The on the addition.
O
1171 f TIT
Mr. Bedore left on Sunday for
THE
points are computed from the Hum-- I
ber of safety suggestions offered, Tucson, owing to the illness of his
the character and importance of son there, but will return to LordsS1ERCANT1LE CO
the suggestions being considered. burg at an early date.

SEMI-MONTHL-

"Why does a chicken cross the
itreet, Mr. Johnsing?" with a
modern answer, will introduce to
ou- this week the announcement
)f the appearance of the Lordsburg
Coontown minstrels who witll
ccupy the stage at the Star thea-,e- r
next Saturday night, Feb. 26.

WHOLESALE ROBBERY
AND MALICIOUSNESS
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second-story-me-

Water was struck at the well
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Farm and Garden

00
For The
Axes,

JU

Fail

For The Garden

Saws,

We have a special line of
Tools and Implements designed especially for work

Hatchets,

Hammers,

a

Files, Chisels,

Augers, Braces and Bits,
Draw Knives, Wrenches,
Grind Stones, Shovels,
Screw

Drivers,
Vices,
Hoes, Spades, Rakes, Post
Hole Diggers,
Knives,
Forks, Harness, Punches,
Wagon Jacks, Screws,
Nails and many other
articles of daily use.

in the garden small and
handy such as Cultivators, Hand Plows, Hoes,
Rakes, Seeders, Shovels,
Spades, Diggers, Trowels,
all lighter than farm
tools and especially for
garden work on the farm
or in the city or town.
etc

Come and see us before buying

elsewhere and you'll be pleased

If you see it in OUR ad, it is So
We close at 6 o'clock p. nr.
The Baile

Drni Mercantile

Co.

ere s a
Straight Tip!

,

unwa-terin-

KC

FOUETCN
Each day for the las month 1,000
men have enlh.led In Canada for service overseas.
At Panama three sharp earthquake
shocks occurred. The whole city and
the canal zone were shaken.
Fears that Chihuahua city will be
attacked by forces led by Francisco
Villa are general In that city.
The British steamship
Elswick
Manor has been beached off Yarmouth. Her crew was saved.
The dock laborers at Melbourne,
AUKtralia, have refused to handle
flour for export until the local price
of bread la reduced.
A Bucharest dispatch to the Milan
Secóla says that in the explosion at
the Skoda armament factory In Bohemia, 195 workmen perished.
An official statement
issued at
Vienna declares that the reports that
there has been an explosion in the
Skoda armament factory In Bohemia
we untrue.
The first snow of the season fell
In Paris. on the 10th.
The snowfall
was
general throughout northern
France and In all the trench country.
A Stockholm dispatch says that the
Swedish steamship Frl-;awith coffee
and piece goods for Gothenburg, has
been seized by the Germans and taken
into Swlnemunde.
President Forras formally opened
the Panama national exposition, which
had been postponed several times
owing to delay in the completion ol
the buildings and In obtaining exhibits.
Gen. Sir Horace Lockwood
has relinquished the command of the British forces operating
in Eost Africa, owing to ill health.
Gen. Jan Christian Smuts, the minister of the interior, niñea and defenses
of the unit of South Africa, has accepted the vacancy.

WESTERN LIBERAL IIEVS TO DATE
- - - NEW MEXICO
LOnDSIÍURO
Fsrls V. Bush, Editor and Owner.
Published Every Friday.
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PARAGRAPHS

Are these aerial flights to carry lbs
war to high bearenT
CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OF
The, summer vacation Is an obsoleta Institution in Europe.

This year tha world Is flndlDg ae
much excitement a great bore.

WIRES ROUND ABOUT
THE WORLD.

DURING THE PAST WEEK

This year la also notable for tha
Toraclty and numbers ot lta mosquitoes.
RECORD OF IMPORTANT tVENTS
It only all bathing girls were as alluring aa tha lass on the magailna
coverl
The crar baa called for new men,
but he Inn't anywhere near his last
moujlk yet.

CONDENSED FOR BUSY

PEOPLE.
(VMtm Newspaper

ITnlon News

Ssnlee.

ABOUT THE WAR
Four French attacks repulsed near

Vlmy.
Austro Hungarians occupy Tirana In
To avoid a bitter argument, don't
agree with the fellow who calla him- Albania, mar port of Durazzo.
self a fool.
Italians and Auntrlans continue artillery duels despite heavy snow.
War baa brought down tha coat of
British war office denies cruiser
radium. This will cause a gasp of was sunk by German torpedo boat.
popular relief.
Russians again strong'. y on the ofWarnings to submarines are among fensive In east Galicia and Volhynla.
The British steamer Arpo has been
the most Important of the summer
sunk. One member of the crew was
"don'ts" thla year.
lost.
Sharks and whales are now being
Russians repulse Teuton attacks In
mistaken for submarines. It makes Volhynla and on height northwest of

great

flab

stories.

Anybody who understands human
nature can make predictions that are
bound to come true.
Making

cotton contraband of war

n'ses it to the dignity formerly held
by the Missouri mule.

Man has been known to reform Just
to disappoint the neighbors, who said
he was going to the devjl.

Children, like parrots, repeat what
they hear and often to the embar-- .
rassment of their possessors.
Still, lfs pretty hard to ee bow
a stitch In time could possibly save
nine In a modern bathing suit.
All Is not wRr and turmoil. For Instance, there is sustained Interest In
the peaceful pursuit of checkers.
When a woman says. "The more I
know men the better I like dogs." the
man she wanted got away from her.

Getting a sure enough heiress married off Is almost as fussy a proceeding as changing the map of Europe.

,

Tarnopol.
A separate peace offar conveyed to
Belgium by an official ot the Vatican
has been rejected.
Ten days' battle In France and
has resulted, It Is estimated, In
total casualties of at least 100,000.
Berlin reports British cruiser Caroline and two destroyers were sunk by
Zeppelins In recent raid over England.
About 14,900 German troops from
West African colony crossed the
border Into Spanish territory and
were disarmed and interned.
Germany and Aut-triannounce that
beginning Mcrch 1 all armed merchantmen will be treated it warships, to
be pi tacked without warning.
Decisive Btruggle of tne war seems
to have begun on the vest front and
to depend ogly on improved weather
for assuming tremendous proportions.
Earl Kitchener probably will quit
the British Cabinet to take active com-- ,
mand In the field. A civilan will succeed him as secretary of state, but the
war part of his office will be filled by

Smith-Dorrle-

Bel-glu-

SPORTING NEWS
Adolph Wolgaat and Frankte Burns
stepped off ten vicious rounds at Kansas City In a
battle.
Andre Anderson of Chicago stopped
Bob Devere of Kansas City In the
third round of a
match al
'

a

d

New York.

Charley White of Chicago decisively
outpointed Harvey Thorpe of Kansas
City in a
uo decision fight
at Kansas City.
Sam Langford knocked out .Harry
Willis in the nineteenth round of a
scheduled twenty-rounbout at a
New Orleans arena.
Carl Morris of Sapulpa, Okla,
knocked out Arthur Pelky of Canada
In the fifth round tonight of theii
scheduled fifteen-rounbout at Tulten-roun-

d

an officer.

WESTERN

Mrs. Pauline Handle was divorced
at San Francisco from her husband,
If there are Just as good fish In the Jules, who, she swore, has been drunk
ea as ever were caught, a pretty for thirteen years.
widow knows bow to land one of them.
Two posses searcaod for the lone
bandit who held up and robbed
and
things
to
mention
The easiest
thirty passengers in a
car on
the moBt difficult things to forget are eastbound Union Pacific train No. 18
those fool remarks about the weather. between Rock Springs and Green
River, Wyo.
What- would vaudeville be without
Another American has been added
these dancers who try to sing and
these singers who Insist upon dancing? to the list of victims of Mexican bandits. Guy Johnson, ranchman, was
There Is one comfort. When the found dead in the mountains between
history of the times comes to be writ- Minaca and Ocampo. His body was
ten the censors will have lost their riddled with bullets.
Jobs.
The Metropolitan Street Railway
Company, under a settlement reached
' We always have something to look
in the Circuit Court t Kansas City,
forward to with pleasure. In a few agreed to pay Miss Evelyn Whitting-ton- ,
buy
foi
coal
be
will
to
time
it
weeks
1G years old, $500 for a kins ad,
winter.
ministered by one ot the company's
conductors.
Theri Is a difference between comThree men and three women, aling to this country to become an
adopted son and coming to adopt the leged to have blown open the vault
of the United States collector at St.
country.
Paul, Jan. 6, and to have escaped
The absence ot American tourists with $3,000 In money and revenue
would be sufficient to account for stamps valued at $577,357, were arthe lack of gayety In the European rested at Chicago.
capitals.
Two deaths and the safe return of
one man who had been reported
It makes a fellow feel pretty good drowned Increased to eighteen the
when he recalls that he never heard number of tho3e known to have perhis father or mother denounce mar- ished In the
Arkansas flood. It Is beriage as a failure.
lieved two other persons were
Candy has been added .o the diet drowned near Arkansas City.
of the federal prisoners at Atlanta. WASHINGTON
But the government Is not handing out
Speaker Clark introduced a bill to
any taffy to them.
Increase number of cadets at West
Considering the persistence with Point
President Wilson accepted the resigwhich the Italians "advance along the
lsonzo," that river must be longer nation of Llndley M. Garrison as secretary of war.
than the Mississippi.
Baron Zwledenlk,
Austrian charge
The only kind of food that doesnt de'affalres, called on Secretary Lanhoot up in price seems to be food for sing and discussed the question of
thought. Perhaps that Is because there armed merchantmen.
la an overproduction,'
The Philippine republic, the first
real republic of the far East, will be
American authors need new words, the immediate result of the passage
according to a writer in Century mag- of the Hitchcock
bill, according to
azine. The writer should read some Manuel L. Quezon, resident, commisof the late dialect stories purporting to
sioner ot the Philippines.
be located in Missouri.
President Wilson has given up the
Now that the aviators have learned Idea of making an extended southern
He
how to loop the loop, do the spiral glide trip to speak for preparedness.
and the death drop and also fly upside told senators and reprercntatives who
down w'.th ease, originating a new invited him to various cities that at
present he would not make another
"thrill' calls for deep study.
trip.
Something Is to be said, too, for the
The Senate passed bills to make
strategy of the fly that alights on tha IGOO.OOO
Immediately
available for
householder's bald spot when friend Mare Island and New York navy yards
wielding
Is
swatter.
the
wife
and Increase Annapolis midshipmen.
R, G. Rhett, former mayor of
Pougbkeepsle
man was fined S23
A
Charleston,
8. C, was elected presifor klsBlng a pretty girl from Troy.
It certainly waa an unwarranted re- dent of the Chamber of Commerce of
tho United States. All other officers
flection on the borne product
were
Former President Taft told Red
Salaries of British actors have been
cut In half by the war. Now they'll Cress workers that adequate- - military
have to pawn their diamonds and it preparedness was absolutely neceswill be all np with the age worn sary biid that the Red Cross was one
of the branches very necessary to
"stolen diamonds" press agent gag.
that preparedness.

sa, Okla.

Articles of agreement for the richest
fight In' history were
signet in New York when negotiations
for the bout between Jesj WillarJ and
Frank Moran were formally closed
Undr.r tho terms of the fight Willarfl
and Moran will meet March 8 for i
purse that will total $70,000. Wlllan)
is guaranteed $40,000 as his share ol
the fight and will receive a $5,00C
bonus for signing aud $2,500 training
expenses.- - Moran will receive a total
of $22,500.
Of this amount $2,600 il
a bonus for signing.
ten-roun- d

-
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Theodore and Mrs. Roosevell
sailed on the British steamship Guiana for a pleasure trip through the
West Indies.
At Sherman, Tex., the Rev. H M
Cagle died of wounds inflicted when
he was shot on the street by Mrs. An
nie Faust. Mr. Caglc died withoul
making any statement In regard to the
affair.
Hans Schmidt, the former priest
convicted of tho murder of Anna Au
muller In New York in September,
1913, must pay the penalty of hit
crime In the electric chair in Sini
Sing prison during the week ot Feb.
Col.

13.
Col. William
P. Hepburn, former
member of Congress, from the Eighth
Iowa district, died at Clarlnda after n
long illness. Death resulted from kidney and heart trouble. Besides the
widow, a son and daughter survive

him.
An
Ixjng

j

announcement was
Beach,

Cal.,

made at
Nathan
and Mrs

that

Strauss, philanthropist,
Strauss had contributed $350,000 to
the elief of the Jews in Poland since
they have been in southern California.
Hundreds of lowans paid their last
tribute to CoL W. P. Hepburn, former
congressman, who died at bis home In
Claunda, la. The services were undei
the auspices of the local G. A. R
post, while the serviced at the cemetery were conducted by the Masons.
William HubI, a young farmer residing three miles north of Danbury,
In., was xliot and killed by bis wife.
Mrs. Huss playfully pointed a shot
gun at her husband as they were
about to be seated at the breakfast
table and pulled the trigger, thinking
the gun was not. loaded.
Michael Klllllea, a dairyman who
was employed by J. P. Morgan on his
estate at East Island, Gltncove, has
won a verdict tor $20,000
damage
against Mr. Morgan for injuries suffered on the night of July 13 last,
when Mr. Morgan was el.pt by Frank
Holt, also known as Ei'.o Muenter.
David Lamar,
"Wolf ot
Wall Street," applied to the United
States Circuit Court of Appeals for
the reinstatement
of his appeal
against his conviction for impersonating Congressman A. Mitchell Palmar of Pennsylvania.

$26,600

NEW MEXICO

LICEi.'SE FEES
"

HILL
DISTRIBUTES
AMOUNT8
COLLeCTED
DURING 1916.

STATE NEWS

Into State Treasury for
Fund and an Equal
Amount to Various Counties.'

Half Goes
Highway
WeHtern
,

Nownpiip.r tTnloll Netta Service.
COMINO KVHHT1

nS
Meeting; ranhsndle
Kouthwestern Htockmen'a Association
Rt Albuquerque.
Meeting; New Mexico Cnl- March
tle Rnri Horse Breeders' Association
'
at DemltiK.
July
Cowboys' Reunion at Las
Venas.

JUnrch

J.

10-1-

Three prisoners escaped from the
Clovis jail.

Carlsbad soon will commence paving Its streets.
The "drys" won at Clovis, the Vote
being 87 to 273.
Eetancla's village council has gone
into the
gtme.
Taylor & Powers will prospect fcr
oil In the Red Bill country near
,

tree-plantin- g

Tor-rlngto-

The contract for
school building
been let.

thj

new

$12,000

at Mountainair has

Hicks & Jones of Cuervo have sold
a toral of $125,000 worth of stock In
the pi.81 year.
Las Cruces gets $53,000 for her public building in the deficiency ' bill
passed by the Senate.
There Is one school in New Mexico
which has a poultry club and also a
pig club. It Is at Lovlngton.
Roswell business men are greatly
dissatisfied over the Sunday closing
rule at the postoffice there.
Ernest Augustfs Mavo of Magdalena has been commissioned a notary
public by Governor McDonald.
The boy scouts of Las Vegas
the anniversary of scout movement during the week of Feb. 6.
The New Mexico Electrical Association will hold Its second annual meeting at Albuquerque Feb. 14, 15 and 18.
A total area of 640,000 acres was
filed upon in the Santa Fé U. S. land
office during the month of January.
The New Mexico Cowboys' Reunion
Association of Las Vesar. is already
getting ready for its celebration on
July 4, 5 and 6.
James E. Edison, a brakeman, was
struck by a car at Demlng, sustaining injuries to his back, two brokeu
ribs and minor hurts.
State Bank Examiner Rufus H.
Carter turned into the state treasury
$303, the total of fees collected from
bank during January.
Emmett Goodin was released from
custody at Roswell on a charge of killing Joe Burleson, only to be
on a charge of white slaving.
V. S. District Judge William H.
Pope appointed W. F. Mcllvaine of
Carlsbad a U. S. commissioner, succeeding Guy A. Reed, resigned.
Arrangements for tho establishment
ot postoffices at the 85 mine and at
Shakespeare were made by Postal Inspector William Tronsecaard of Albuquerque.
The governor appointed the fol;ow-lnnotaries public: J. A. McDonald,
Kelly; Andrew C. Crozir, Lakewood;
Frank Herrón, Las Cruces; Edwin H.
Hughes, Solano.
VVelbert Sewalt and John Stavley ol
Lovlngton have bought all the stock
owned by Ned Shattuck of Queeiv
paying $0.50 for ewes, $t.'5 for spring
lambs and $15 for bucks
Suit for $10.000 damages for personal injuries l.ns beea filed againsl
the
Fuel Company, ol
Gallup by Theodore Kentpnes In the
District Court at Roswe'l.
Charles Works was awarded dam
ages in the District Court in the sure
of one cent In his suit in which D. W
Low, Meldrum Gray and others were
made defendants at Roswell
Word reached Las' Vegas of the
death of George Kohn of Montoya, a
brother of Charles Kohn, who died in
Kansas City on his wedding tour. The
shock of his brother's death was giver
as the cause.
A session of the New Mexico Cattle
and Horse Breeders' Association hat
been scheduled for Deming on Marcl
10 and 11, Immediately after the ses
aion of the Panhandle Association at
cele-hiate- d
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Santa Fé. The first distribution ot
funds received for 1916 motor vehicle
. v.
mm.
licenses, covering the 3,905 automobile, 127 motorcycle and 67 dealers'
licenses Issued up to Jan. 30, was
made by Assistant State Secretary
Adolph Hill. The total amount received was $26,221.91, and of this total $11,900.13 goes Into the state treasury for the benefit of the state highway fund, and au equal amount Is apportioned to the twenty-sicounties,
the apportionment being based on
the sums received from each county
for licenses. The total cost of administration, which Includes the purchase
ot license tags, is placed at $2,343.63,
leaving a balance on hand of $77 97.
In the apportionment of the total of
$11,900.13 to the counties, Chaves gets
the largest share, $1,059.38. Bernalillo Is second with $1,495.13, and Grant
third with $1,212.56. All other counties receive less than $1,000.00. The
amount apportioned to each county,
and the percentage of each county in
the total cost of administration, fol- anythine
low:
made with Calumet Baking
Amount
Per Ct. of
Mother never had
County
Apportioned. Expenses. Powder.'
$ 1,495.13
Bernalillo
I 295.74 such wholesome bakings until
328.23
Chaves
l,tr.9.38
she used Calumet.'
7X6.42
165. 1
Colfax

I.

I
1

VJ

x

Curry
Dona Ana
Eddy
Guadalupe
Lincoln
Luna ..J
McKinley
Mora
Utero
Quay
Hlo Arriba
Roosevelt
Sandoval
San Juan

278.37
616.07
720.26
247.52
S53.08
654.20
192.92
284.37
822.14
411.31

........

20.9.1
262 !'

27.3.
70. 0i
420.4.
221.13
122.85
722.08
84.58
246 61

Han MlKuel

Santa Fé
Sierra
Socorro
Taos
Torrance
Union
Valencia

Total

65.2s
121.86
142.47
48.96
9.84
110.60
38.16
66.25
63.72
81.36
4.14
52.02
6.30

"It'l Calumet surety, uniformity,
purity, strength, that makei every baking turn out right that uvei millions
of nouKwiveiBakingPowdermooey.
tic bur to yourself use Calumet.
RmmWm! Highest Awards
JifW Onok Boom
MM Hip t

Trtt

ims4

CUM.

14.85

83.16
43.74
24.30
142.83
' 6.84

Pi

48. 7S

192.92

82.90
38.16

H1.9U0.13

12,343.68

419 61

1

Fourth Victim of Auto Tragedy Dead.
Deming. George Critchet died at
the local hospital as the result ot injuries received when the auto which
he was driving was ground to pieces
under the wheels of a switching Sania
Fé train at the Gold avenue crossing.
Mr. Critchet is the fourth victim of
the accident to die, the three Valland-lnghasisters being almost instantly
killed and their father, E. R. Valland-Ingham- ,
editor of the Deming Headlight, painfully Injured. Mr. and Mra.
G. C. Critchet, parents of George
Critchet, and Cecil Critchet, a brother, were at the bedside when the end

Cheap and big csnBaldngPowders do not
save you money. Cslnmet does it's Pure
and far superior to sour milk and soda.

came.

.

Victor-America-

n

Albuquerque.

The divorce suit of the Rev. EUit
Smith, now pastor of a church in Albuquerque and formerly pastor of the
Methodist Episcopal Church, South, al
Roswell, produced several sensation!
before It closed.
The conviction and sentence In Loi
Lunas of Lorenzo Pino and Isidro Cha-- '
ves tor cattle stealing brought to an
end what was practically an
chase after cattlo rustlers In
western Socorro county.
Reports submitted by forest oifioen
In charge of the national forests ol
New Mexico show a total of 653 deer,
580 turkeys, 47 bear, 445 coyotes, 67
wolves and 16 lions killed by hunters
during the season of 1915
WUllam McRae, one of the most
prominent ranchers of the Sun Juan
basin, died at the family home two
miles east of Farmlngto.i, at the age
of 73 years. He was a pioneer of that
section, having located there In 177.
Ie served as county clerk of San Juan
county in the early days
Governor McDonald
honored a
requisition from Governor Hunt of
Arizona for the return to that state
of J. L Corbett, now nider, arrest in
Estancia. Corbett is charged with
the embezzlement of' $70 in Phoenix.

Hits Arroyo; Man Killed.
Silver City. Leonard Atkins, lead,
er of the Silver City Elks' band, and
employed as a bookkeeper in the purchasing department at Fort Bayard,
was killed on the Fort Bayard-Silve- r
City road when an automobile which
he was driving to this city in company
with Sergeant Craig, ran into a deep
arroyo about a mile from Central.
Auto

Facingth e Decorating
KroDiem

Three Sisters Buried in Single Grave.
Deming. The three daughters of E.
R. Vallandingham, killed In an automobile accident here, now rest in a
single large grave. Practically th3
entire population of Deming accompanied the bodies to the grave.
Two Below In Santa Fé.
Santa Fé. The night of Jon.

4
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The decorating problem Is
tho woman's problem. Ala- bastine will solve this problem forthMiftandsVf'
oí women this spring.
The Alabaatine Tree lecorating Service" will
Mist you to procure the correct tone and color

31

was the coldest this winter here, the
thermometer registering two below
zero.

combination that will harmonise perfectly with your ruga
fornitura, draparica, curtaina, and wearing apparel.

Court Reduces Sum for Heart Balm.
Sonta Fé. Judge William H. Pope
in the Federal Court issued an order
that the verdict for $16,700 damages
awarded by a Jury to Margaret Wad-delof Los Angeles against A. R. Man-bol Taos for breach of promise, be
cut to $7,000, on the ground that the
damages were excessive. , The plaintiff Is given the alternative of accepting the reduction or having the case
'etried.
l

Attorneys Deny Charges of Bar.
Santa Fé. State Treasurer O. N.
Marrón and Attorney Francis 12.
Wood, composing the law firm of Marrón & Wood, filed in the Federal
Court an answer denying specifically
all the charges preferred by a committee from the bar, looking to tha
fisbarment of the attorneys.

Alabasline

The superior wall finish

The ease with which Atabaatin
ean be mixed and applied, tha
rmiige of wonderful tWorative
etf ct that can be obtained by
inttrmiiina Alabaatine tinta,
Alabas1ine0? makes Alabatlne preferable to
wall paper and all othai íorma
of fln 'wiling walla
The beat decorator adrfoe the
Dae of stencils Ut produce decorative wait and ceiling bordera.
Ordinarily, stencils coat from 60
cents to it UO each; but if yorj
will write for the free "Ala bastirte farket," containing band
Colored proofs of i'i of the very
latest sUneil effects, we will tell
you how you can have your choice
of these and 6ou other at prae
tlcallv no extMinse. Write today
for this ahsolutmln r eteouru- i no service.
Alabaatine In 6 lb. packages. In dry powder forro, ready
to mix In cold water, is sold b paint, hardware, drug
and general stores every where.

TITS!

Alabaatine Co.

384 Crta4nU

171

Grsad RapuU, Mick.
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Corporation Commission Receipts.
Santa Fé. The receipts of tho
ttate corporation commission in January were $1,035.65 In corporation
fees and $323.00 in Insurance fees.
These amounts have been remitted
Gliddee Tow Wain
to the stale treasurer.
6 PasHRgir. Gray &
New Mexico Has 2,105 Teachers.
Uj
Da,l, Electrlo Lights
Santa Fé. There are employed and Starter, 25 H. P.
2,105 teachers In the public schools ol Greateet hill ellmber; to SO mUes on i
(KWW
mile, on on. m( ol llr.
according to statistics com- Biewsjrt
the
Bpeedomvu-r- , one ma.ii mubiOr lop,
8
pleted by Chief Clerk Rupert F. A In. wheel
R!iS4 Inch Urea,
pounds,
DLtrlbutors or l,,lora.ia.
plund ot the Department of Education, New Milico, WyMulus-anWMtorDNebrk.ua.
as against 1,936 last year.
Tbe Colorado Cartercar Co.
1636 Broadway
I
Denvar, Colorado
Road Grading Completed.
Santa Fé. That all the grading for LIVE AQENT8 WANTED
the road at Rio Puerco, Valencia county. Is completed, was the Information I ATEijTS J Advkosod
com eyed to the Highway Commission Esiss raesuostils. Highest tisiww. ik.iWTk.
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by "Foreman McLean.

W. N. U, DENVER, NO.

Fon TRAVELER'S

WEAH I DroADCLOTH

COAT THAT 18 AT ONCE DISTINC-TIVAND COMFORTABLE.

E

(
Design That It Would 8 Hard to
prove On It This Suggestion
Trimming May Be as Elaborate as Deal red.

ta.ilct;cd suit

Im-

For traveling or motoring one needs
good, serviceable coat, possessed of
distinctive style and good cut Among
all the splendid fabrics offered for
such garments It should not be difficult
to select just the particular one suited to your needs.
There are Dne
white and colored corded and sponge
surfaced materials, corduroys, polo
cloths and novelty checks and stripes,
each suited to certain designs.
The design offered herewith Is appropriate for a linen motoring duster
or for a cloth traveling coat. Its hem
clears the ground by at least a foot,
and measures some three yards In
width. While It can be made in one
length from neck to hem, it will doubtless set more neatly about the waist
If the odd belt is used to Join the
blouse and skirt portions.
The belt is in three sections the
straight piece that covers the back
from' underarm seam to underarm
seam, and each half of the front,
fastened together with buttons at the
center front. Cut in one with the latter pieces is a shaped band that runs
down over either hip, trimmed with
buttons
the pocket opening occurs.
stitching figures impor
Machine
tantly as a trimming in this design,
and It can be done In the color of the
coat material, or something contrast
lng. Three rows of it border the col
lar, the sleeve ends and either edge of
the back of the belt, then, where the
buttons are grouped at the front clos- -
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Through Lack of Knowledge and
Indifference to Details.

'Tape's Diapepsin" fixes sick,
sour, gassy stomachs
five minutes.

r

n

,

síqii m

rCULTRY RAISERS FAIL

A

Time it! In five minutes all stomach
distress will go. No indigestion, heart
burn, sourness or belching of gas, acid.
or eructations of undigested food, no
dizziness, bloating, or foul breath.
Papa's Diapepsin is noted for its
speed in regulating upset stomachs.
It Is the surest, quickest and most cer
tain indigestion remedy In the whole
world, and besides it is harmless.
Please for your sake, get a large
case of Pape's Diapepsin
from any store and put your stomach
right. Don't keep on being miserable
life ia too short you are not here
long, so make your stay agreeable.
Eat what you Ilka and digest It; en- Joy it, without dread of rebellion in
fifty-cen-

i
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(By MRS. A.
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smartly tailored suit for street wear
broadcloth cut r.long
Russian lines with a belt just a lit
tle below waist line terminating on
the left side with a shapely pocket.
The sole trimmings Is composed of
buttons. The skirt Is distinguished
by Its refined simplicity.
la made of blue

t'

Bulletproof Textile Invented.
The Rome Corriere del Poleaslna an
nounces an Invention by the curate of
Ariano consisting of an imperforate
textile fabric. Numerous rifle and re
volver shots have been fired at the
material from a distance of a few
yards without penetrating It. The
projectiles are said to have fallen
without leaving a trace on the fabric.
The cure will offer his Invention I o
the government.

WHEN KIDNEYS ACT BAD
TAKE GLASS OF SALTS

held in by an oblong section of ma
terial, buttoned over the forearm and Eat Ltss Meat If Kidneys Hurt or You
extending beyond the sleeve across its
Have Backache or Bladder Misery
upper edge. Washington Star.
Meat Forma Uric Aoid.
TULLE RIBBON GIVES EFFECT
This Winter's Evening Bodice, Whlcr
Is Made Like a Brassiere, Should
Be Softened.

No man or woman who eats meat
regularly can make a mistake by flushing the kldneya occasionally, says a
Meat forms
authority.
uric acid which clogs the kidney porea
so they sluggishly filter or strain only
part of the waste and poisons from
the blood, then you get sick. Nearly
all rheumatism, headaches, liver trouble, nervousness, constipation, dizzi
ness, sleeplessness, bladder disorders
come from sluggish kidneys.
The moment you feel a dull ache In
the kidneys or your back hurts, or if
the urine is cloudy, offensive, full of
sediment. Irregular of passage or at
tended by a sensation of scalding, get
about four ounces of Jad Salts from
any reliable pharmacy and take a
tablespoonful In a glass of water be
fore breakfast for a few days and your
kidneys will then act fine. This famous salta is made from the acid of
grapes and lemon juice, combined with'
lithia and has been used for genera
tions to flush clogged kidneys and
stimulate them to activity, also to neu
tralize the acids in urine so it no
longer causes irritation, thus ending
bladder disorders.
Jad Salts Is inexpensive and cannot
Injure; makes a delightful effervescent llthla-wate- r
drink which all reg
ular meat eaters should take now and
then to keep the kidneys clean and
the blood pure, thereby avoiding se
rious kidney complications. Adv.
After the Elopement.
She I am telegraphing to papa ask
ing forgiveness.
He (broke) Botter make it "for
giveness and funds."
well-know- n

Under evening gowns there is worn
a band of flesh pinn satin riDDon
which extends over the full part of
the figure and fastens snugly at the
back. One might add, parenthetically,
that the bodice of the winter has
looked astoundlngly like this brassiere.
Half a dozen of them were worn at a
recent fashionable dance, made of silver tissue or Iridescent sequins, with
out shoulder pieces or sleeves. These
bodices were pulled so tightly around
the figure that they looked like bras
sleres; across each shoulder, well toward the neck, was a string of pearls
or crystals.
These corsages are made to be
worn with white or colored tulle, but
there Is an unpleasant defiance of this
convention among certain of the
younger women. It is not a commend
able trick, either on the score of mod
esty or artistic merit. That line where
the arms Join the shoulders is not especially attractive on anyone, and the
utterly nude shoulder Is not a delect
able sight
When such a bodice forms a setting
for a cloud of misty tulle the effect is
entrancing. The women who really
know how to dress use the idea in an
effective manner. Sea green, turquoise
blue, mauve and rose pink are some
Design for a Linen Duster or Travel of the colors used In this drapery,
lng Coat,
One of the new methods of arrang
lng of the blouse and the belt, more ing tulle Is to throw it lightly around
the neck, cross at the back and bring
etltching is seen in the form of
Didn't Show.
bracket, confined to the space taken it lightly forward over the shoulders
r
has never
Teacher Your
to the waistline, after the portrait of
up by the buttons.
been used at all.
The sleeve shows an interesting cuff, Queen Louise of Prussia.
Tommy I know, ma'am. You see,
I've been wearing a black coat.
GOOD RUGS CHEAPEST IN END IMPORTANT POINT OF DRESS
pen-wipe-

No Economy In 8tlnting Expenditure
When Buying These Necessaries
of the Household.

Buttons Are Given Extreme Consider
ation by the Woman Who Desires
to Be Properly Costumed.

Next to a piano, a good rug makes
serious Inroads into the
expenditure account. For this very
reason a rug should be as good as the
household can possibly afford, for it
never pays to economize overclosely
on substantial belongings which can
make or mar an Interior, and which
from the very nature of them will have
to last that home for many a year.
Oriental carpets and rugs will endure
for a lifetime; nay, even for generations, and the charm and distinction
they lend even a simply furnished
room makes them well worth the substantial initial cost. Far better have
two beautiful rugs, laid on a polished
"fllling,"
'floor, or over a
than a dozen cheaper rugs, whose texture Is not pleaBlng even If their colors are not bad. Every large shop has
special rug sales at intervals, and it
üs well to take advantage of these
sales; sometimes rare bargains can
Ibe picked up. For example, a genuine
Persian Mossoul, 6x7 feet, and In
shades of cream, bronze and
irose, was obtained at one of these
(sales last winter for a very low price,
pcirmanshah carpets in soft blues, rose
land old ivory tones, In room size,
leometlmes come down to very reasonable prices.

Ivory buttons are of every shade
seen in dress fabrics, including navy
and royal blues, dark reddish plums,
nut and African browns, Russian
green and many more in plain and
mottled effects In various shapes to
match the mixtures in cloakings and
dress materials. Combination buttons
are of black and white, blue, red and
other colors. Small fancy buttons of
,
square, ob
white pearl are
long and many round ideas with differ
ent cut centers.
Very ornamental buttons are used
on wide belts worn on coats. Many
cloth coats are trimmed with self-coered buttons with a fancy center and
plain rim, such aa a plaid silk center
and plain woolen rtm. A new Idea
la a pearl center and fabric edge.
Many a dress, coat or waist may be
changed In appearance by putting on
new buttons and a new collar. Small
lace buttons are used for the lace- striped cotton fabrics.

house-furnishin- g

soft-tone- d

half-moon-

won-fderf-

China Book Ends.
Book ends are always interesting,

FEVERISH
Mother!

old-fas-

i
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CORN SUCKERS A HINDRANCE?
Leaves Seem to Perform Useful Office
In Absorbing Nutritive Elements
From Atmosphere.

m)

Substantial Type.
poultry from poultry books and papera
written by those who are advertising
some special breed of poultry or
have for sale some special poultry
food or have on hand some other ax
to grind
Because of this the profits are fig
ured too high for ordinary poultry
keepers to reach. Of course it is not
to be' denied that in some cases the
profit from one hen for a year may be
three dollars. I have made it myself.
but commonly It Is apt to be nearer
one dollar.
A person starting In the poultry bust
nesB with the larger profits in mind
will not so closely watch the expenses
and this must be carefully looked
after to make a success, in this as
In any other business.
The profit is always greater pro
portionately from a small flock of
hens than from a large one. There
are several reasons for this. The
smaller flocks have a better chance on
the range, are sure not to be over
crowded and there are so few of them
that the table scraps which they usu
ally get will do them some good and
they individually receive more atten
tion in every way.
Not knowing these things, a begin
ner thinks if he can make a profit of
say 2 a hen from a flock of 20 hens,
making a total profit of $40, then he
can make $1,000 from a flock of 600
hens, but he will find this quite a dif
ferent proposition.
Usually the first thing he does when
he Increases his flock is to overcrowd
the fowls. Then he will get but few
eggs while the cost of keeping each
hen Is as much as though she laid
an egg evory day. Besides this, the
fowls soon get sick when they are
crowded and then there is a loss to
go on the debit side of their account,
Another mistake is in thinking that
anyone without any knowledge of the
work can give the hens the proper
care and that all there la to do is to

TE-RU-N- A
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Catarrh means inflammation, which is Stagnationthe gorging of the
circulation with impure
blood.
Correct all catarrhal conditions, wherever located, by the
use. of PERUNA, obtainable la
cither liquid or tablet form at
all druggists or the

Pcruna Company
Columbus, Ohio
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DENVER, COLO.
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Liquor and Drug Addictions
cured by a scientific conne of medication.
The only place in Colorado where the
Genuine rLeeley Remedies, are admu.utercd.

Don't Persecute
Your Bowels

Many farmers are possessed with
Cut out cathartics and tturtrativra. Thev mm
the idea that the suckers or earless Drutal, narsh, unnecessary. I rvy
r
grow
which
stalks,
from an
CARTER'S LITTLE
ing stalk of corn, are a hindrance to LIVER PILLS
the best growth of the latter; and Purely vegetable. Act
iPADTrD'cT
valuable hours are sometimes spent eentlv on the liver. f
bile, and
BUTTLE
in removing them. But, according to eliminate
soot he the delicate rf
I VER
of they
Wallace's Farmer, actual experiments membrane
I
J
.T. I
C a r
II.
during two siaccesslve years, on Ne bowel.
Constipation,
braska farms, demonstrated that corn Biliousness,
Kirk H..4.
with the Buckers left undisturbed sens sad lailáMiloa, as million! km,
outylelded that from which the suck SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE,
ers had been removed. Their leaves,
Genuine must bear Signature
like the others, would seem to per
form a useful office In absorbing nu
tritive elements from the atmosphere,
for the benefit of the ear on the main
Why Not?
stalk.
"what is
"Pa," said the
REPAIR OUTFITS ON WHEELS a prince?"
"A prince," said his father, "is a
Time Saved In Hunting for Mislaid king's little boy. Now, if 'I were a
king you would be a prince.
Tools, Collecting Materials, Etc.
The youngster thought it over for a
Work Bench Attached.
moment.

'Why don't you be one?" he asked.
In doing small carpenter and repair
Jobs about the farm a lot of time la
Important to Mother
lost In hunting up mislaid tools, col
Examine carefully every bottle of
lecting materials, and the like. To CASTORIA,
a safe and sure remedy for
remedy this I have a portable repair infants and children,
and see that it
shop in which all kinds of tools, nails.
Bears the
a.""
bolts, nuts, washers, wire and innu
merable other things are kept, says a Signature of (JZaWZ7&CM
In Use for Over 30 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria

yrf

-

Times Change.
"What? You need new clothes
again? When I was a boy I wasn t
aslmmed to wear garments that were
patched.
"Yes, dad, but you know your dldn t
associate with such refined people as
I do."

Portable Work Shop.

Syrup of Figs."

1

it

t
.1

Excellent Table Breed.

4 to 14 Dflva
Pit. r.nrA InIf PA.O
OIN I'MSNT fallí
Dmieliu rxiunil nunnr
eme lU'blna, Blind, Blxedlni orAUe.Piutiuaiua
inlea. Flntappilcatluu tfiTM nlltr.

U

writer in Farm Progress. It also in
cludes a work bench. The wheels are
Safely.
from an old cultivator and any black
Johann, a soldier In a Bavarian
smith can cut down an old buggy
axle to suit the width desired. Fasten Landwehr regiment, seemed to have
Finally he
something on his mind.
the frame to the axle with
Make the work bench any length de- spoke up. "If I only knew what sort
sired and have the handles and legs of humor the captain was In," he said.
at the end. The tool box has a roof 'I would ask him for a furlough."
"Well," remarked Fritz, "there's one
over It, both sides being hinged.
thing about it. If you go to him now,
you. This is
FEEDING MILCH COWS GRAIN at least he will not eat
one of the days when nobody ain't allowed to have meat."
Ration Used by New York State Col
lege of Agriculture Has Given
Dr. Pierce's Pelleta are heat for liver.
Excellent Results.
bowela and atomnch. Onp little Pellet for
The gram ration for feeding milch
cows used at present by the Mew
York state college of agriculture has
given good results.
seven-daTwo
records
were made at the college this fall by
cows eating this mixture of grain:
Five hundred pounds of distillers'
dried grain, 300 gluten feed, 300 wheat
bran, 200 of meal, 200 cottonseed
meal, 400 hominy and 100 standard
millings.

ill

half-sick-

Dy

X

coated, give "California
Children love this "fruit laxative,'
and nothing else cleanses the tendee
stomach, liver and bowels bo nicely.
A child simply will not stop playing
to empty the bowels, and the result Is
they become tightly" clogged with
waBte, liver gets sluggish, stomach
sours, then your little one becomes
,
feverish, don't eat,
cross,
sleep or act naturally, breath is bad,
aystem full of cold, has sore throat,
stomach-achor diarrhoea. Listen,
Mother! See if tongue is coated, then
give a teaspoonful
of "California
Syrup of Figs." and In a few hours all
the constipated waste, sour bile and
undigested food passes out of the sys
tem, and you have a well child again.
Millions of mothers give "California
Syrup of Figs" because it Is perfectly
harmless; children love it, and it nev
er fails to act on the stomach, liver
and bowels.
bottle
Ask at the store for a
of "California Syrup, of Figs," which
has full directions for babies, children
plainly
of all ages and for grown-up- s
printed on the bottlei Adv.

n.i
Uinj

Avoid

ear-bea-

SIC

tongue

preparation and marketing these
products a much better price can be
obtained.

Ym Caa

y

and unusual ones are sought after as
gifts for all occasions. There is a new
set in china which is particularly pret
ty. The design shows one book lying
flat. Its covers of dark gray, with yel
leaves, and another book.
Silk Revival.
standing upright on the lower book,
is partly open. The ends are quite
Expunge the accounts of man's In
Groa de Londres Is a rich,
ioned silk, which Is being revived for heavy enough for all purposes and the humanity to man from the world s hismany uses it even appears among coloring of the china Is particularly at tory, and a small volume would con
tractive.
tain the rest.
blouses.
low-edge- d

Jm

OSS

IS CHILD

Look.

J.' WILDER.)

If the poultry business is such a
paying proposition why do so many
people make a failure of it?
People fail in the poultry business
for lust the samo reason that failures
are made In other businesses lack of
knowledge or lack of attention to tLe
business, or for some beavy handicap
uch as poor location or lack of sum
lent capital to go Into the business
ight.
A great many people get their ideas
it the profits to be made In keeping

the stomach.
Pape's Diapepsin belongs in your
home anyway. Should one of the fam
ily eat something which doesn't agree
with them, or In case of an attack of
Indigestion, dyspepsia, gastritis or
stomach derangement at daytime or
during the night, It is handy to give
the quickest relief known. Adv.

v

Few of the Reasons Why Some Peo
ple Do Not Succeed Profit From
Small Flock Greater Than
That From Large Number.

can get along without me fusolng so
much," eta, and so the hougps are not
cleaned and they are fod hit or miBS
for a time.
Take my word for It, such an Bttaok
of "tiredness" is paid for and dearly,
and the person indulging in it will
have some valuable experience and
fewer eggs if not fewer hens before
the flock 1b brought back to condition.
It Is a great mistake also to keep
old hens that are past their useful-ne- s
Often enough
for laying eggs.
of these are kept to eat up the profits
from the entire flock and the Industrious hens, as well as the business
are condemned because the owner
hasn't the sense or the energy or the
courage to cull out the old hens and
sell them.
Perhaps you hate to make your
flock so small but what Is the use of
caring for and feeding 100 hens to
get no more eggs than you would from
50 with half the expense of feed?
Another place where the profits are
lost, often enough to cause failure.
Is in the marketing.
Poultry products can be sold care
lessly on the open market for the same
price as other carelessly cared for
products, but by taking care with the

a laxative three fur a cathartic.

Adv.

Proof Unnecessary.
The Rev. Blox Then you don't hon
estly believe that Jonah was swallowed by a whale!
His Son Sure, did. I'd believe any
thing of a Jonah. Judge.
A man, never devotes much time to
wheeling his second baby around the

block.

BEST SUCCULENCE FOR EWES

Makes Work a Burden

Animals Relish Roots and
Vegetables Silage May Be Used
With Good Results.

A bad back makea hard work harder.
All day the dull throb and the aharp,
durting pitine make you miserable, and
tliere'a no rcat at night. Maybe it's
your daily work that hurta the kidneys,

Breeding

For breeding ewes, roots and vege
tables are the best kind of succulent
foodB, although corn ensilage may
be used with fairly good results.
In feeding corn ensilage to breeding
ewes, better results will come from
feeding it once a day and allowing
each ewe from two to four pounds
at a feed.
Ennllage Is not a good food for
brood mares and great care should be
exercised in feeding It if any is fed to
them.

throw the feed at them and gather
the eggs.
The buciness must be learned either
by study or experience, sometimes sad
experience.
The problem of proper feeding alone
calls for thought, good Judgment
and careful watching of the flock on
the part of even those who have had
considerable experience wita poultry.
It requires close observation and atQuails Need Protection.
tention to detail to see that a flock of
Tho quails are your friends and need
hens Is fed enough, yet not too much,
and that they are compelled to your protection. Lean a bundle of fod
take exercise to keep them in good con der against the fence to afford shelter.
See that there is plenty of winter feet)
dition.
Another thing that often causes for these hug enemies.
failure Is careloaaness. After a long
Farmer Doing Pretty Well.
pell of taking good care of the fowls,
The farmer who keeps his farm neat
watching their feeding and working
with and taking thought for them, one and trim, has things looking good, is
is apt to have a spell of forgetfulness generally doing pretty well for him
or carelessness and think, "Oh, I'm self as well as his neighborhood. Ha
ao tired of henel
I guess they becomes a leader.

fur jarring, jolting,

lifting, reaching,

danipneaa and muny other straina do
weaken them. Cure the kidneya. Use
Doan's Kidney Tills. They have helped
tliouannda and abould do aa well for
you. Thousand recommend them.

A New Mexico
J. T. Sandoval,
115 Orili Ht.. SHiiia
he, N. M., lava;y
"I aunvred intrnse-lfrom a dull,
heavy pain In the
mall of my back,

alwaysI

worst-whe-

Case
"hTd"' ,tm ' ?,"T- JJ.'.TTIÍ'v

ü

Mm
mw
i

aasT'an-

1

sail 0

cauKht
cold.
The trouble
came on after an
all-'.- 'k
of malaria.
Aliinti Willi thti
Dain. I had Inllammatlon of the blad
acatdel
der and the kidney
In puHHuae.
Nothing helped me until
I. used Moan's Kidney i'llla. I can't
be too KrHieful for the Improvement
they made."
Cat Poaa'a at Aar Sum, ROc a Bz

DOAN'S H?tV

FOSTER-M&BUR-

CO, BUFFALO. N. T.

UKAS8 baa mado soud ev.rywhsra
Order now. walls sard Is cheap. Ouarantcl
(rub. l ewL
SUDAN

WESTERN LIBERAL

.

FI'W.ISUF.n FRIl'AVS.
FORMS CLOKK THURSDAY EVENING
tha Tout Offlc af LortMiur.
Clam Mail Jnattar
Mrxiro. at

Intend at

8od
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SAN SIMON LAND
Will sacrifice 100 acres of land
(un improved) one mile southwest
of San Simon, in thp nrtpsinn hplt.
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Southeast quarter section 85. Reas- onaDie price ana terms, see Jf arts
V, Bush, II. S. commissioner, Lords-burg,

-- 4

!

N. M.

Br FARIS V. BtlBH.
Editar and Oaaaf
8UUSCRIPTION
Threa Month
Six Monlht
On. Yaar
Subscription Alwajr.
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ATTORNEY ATLAW
LORDSBURG,

ax- -

18, 1916

Errors are Ancient History

Mi
TOLITICS

Error-proo-

People are doing quite a little
talking and reasoning on political
topics these days, and they will
Continue to buzz around until after
the year's elections have become
history. Then they will promptly
forget all about it and the people
they have placed in office will proceed to do as they please through
out their terms, and there are time,
when what pleases the office hold
er is anything but pleasing to thi
men who put them there.
.Right there, Mr. Voter, is wher.
we make a big mistake. We ahouli
right after the office holde
p
witn as much persistence afte.
e.u;tion as he employed pesterini
Uu for our votes before election.
should talk things ove;
. We
among ourselves, and decide wha.
wo need, and what is best tor ou.
collective welfare, and then wi
should hang on to the office-holer like a hungry dog grips a bone
u..til he gets what we want or wi
are shown it is not within thi
bounds of possibility..
r if the official goes to veerint
off on some fool course it shouK
be up to us to tell him in pointet
terms to veer back again and trave.
the road that we select for him.
. He may be the governor, the con
gresman, the sheriff, or the township official, all of which looks
and sounds big to those who like
it. But we are the people and we
are a whole lot bigger than all oi
the governors and congressmen,
and the other officials combined
Officials are merely the hired servants of the people who place them
in office and pay their salaries,
and their duties are to obey thi
will of their masters.
,,Jieep right on talking politics,
and discussing men and conditions
and pointing out the needs and re
qulrements of the people of oui
section of the state. And don't be
afraid to let our public servant,
hear you talk, for the more you
talk the closer they will listen, and
that will all lead to results favor
able to us as a people and as i
community.
After we have talked people int
office we should continue right
along and talk them into doing thi
right thing after they get there
If any officeholder doesn't like oui
brand of talk we are justified ii
assuming that we have made a mis
take in placing him there.
Sane discussion of people, anc
events is good for this community,
for it serves two distinct and
wholesome
purposes. It bring!
forcibly to the fore those thing?
that re the best for us, and it leti
our officials know we are keepinp
oor eyes on them with a view tc
seeing that they perform their duties as expressed by our will and
in a manner acceptable to us.
Every day should be campaigr
tjme in this community.
a

v

"

March 6 to

inclusive, will be
pay-u- p
week in Lordsburg and ev
ery citizen is presumed to walk into his creditors and square up hip
accounts. The good citizen will do
this if it is within the bounds of
reasonable possibility. The man
who fails to square up because he
don't care is not worthy of further
credit and should not receive it
Business men are not allowed tr
wait by their creditors until Mar. P
or 11. They must forward their
checks every thirty days or their
credit is shut off. It therefore becomes a great hardship to the busi
ness man who is compelled to pay
his own bills promptly and yet i?
required to carry the accounts of
hundreds of people for indefinite
periods. We have a lot of faith r
our people and we believe thev wil'
walk right up and square their little accounts between the 6th and
the 11th, and we don't think for ore
minute thnt they will olitrht th rl
itor In their rounds. We have f tith
that this will be one time when
they will not forget to think.
11,

f

1

pro-lecti-

of your money on
deposit with us m ia a modburglar-proof
safe.
ern,
The Uiirrom;hs Bookkeeping Machine which we aro
using in our accounting department, handles the bookkeeping work with annotate
accural. Its figuring is
done by parts of hardened
steel it can't make a mistake.
Errors in the handling of
our depositors' accounts are
ancient history since we have
been using this modern equipment.
This extra safeguard in
'handling the figures which
represent your transactions

Another service we offer la
consultation and advice in
the business affairs of our
customers, when such help
is asked for.
Talk over your business
and financial problems with
us any officer of this bank
will be glad to consult with
you on such matters at any
time. Often we are able to
make helpful suggestions.
Any service, consistent
with (rood banking practice,
which is in tlte power of this
bank to offer you will be
given freely and cheerfully at
any time,

.
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iIloine

Deliveries

W. F. :RITTER

Representing Leading Insurance Companies
Sherwin-William- s
Paints

Ntw Msnoo.

i

Colilleras
3

Sulphuric Acid

if

Made from the celebrated

Clifton
Free from Anllaiony aud

Ores.

jfethbuh 'iDJix (ompany

Ar-teni-

Hlin

EL PASO, TEXAS

KI.KCTftlOAL

IMIROT.
Gives inore satisfactory results In
Reduction Works than ai, y Chemicals
Í the market.
'
A long freight haul saved to the
consumers In both states, Arlxona
'
and New Mex.
Prices in competition with the
Eastern Markets.

BUILDERS! MATERIALS

Copper Co.
Arizona
CL1KTON. ARIZONA.

BUILDING

EQUIPMENT

:

FAYW00D HOT SPRINGS.
;

we are all subject to
O'' course lapses
of memory, but
subject
close to our
one
is
lere
earts which we should never lose
ght of for one single moment,
hat is good roads better roads
r this community. Think it over
-- talk it over
push it along with
very breath of life.
We want
etter country roads.

must stop your local
IF YOU
pay up and do so like a man.
e will wish each other nothing
ut good will if we part square. It
i much more :naniy to spend a cent
)r a card to let us know than to let
ae paper come till you owe a dollar
r so, and then rely on distance to
void payment. We don't want you
have a copy you do not care for.
card and a minute keeps us
.

bal-ncpa-e-

r

for Rheumatism. Stomach Trouble.
Kidney Ailments, Inflamatlons, Ar

enal itaroening. Locomotor Ataxia,
S?rvous Breaking etc. Perfect Treatment, Perfec Climate. Health, Pleasure, Large Modern Hotel. Booklet.
T. U. MoDbrmott.

Urdsturg
A.

I remember H. S. Gillum, propri
etor of the St. Elmo barber shop,
from away back. It was down in
Texas where Gilley was running
ing for a shave, but to my surprise
irrstead of my old friend, at the
a shop and 1 dropped in one morn-helI found his young son Arthur.
"What!" I exclaimed, "Are you
going to let that boy shave me?"
"Oh, come on," said Gillum, "Let
the boy have some fun for once.
This Is his birthday."
m

e
riends. But don't neglect the
due. We must print this
a
every week and pay the bills
Mart Hardin tells me that this
hether any cash comes in or not.
; costs us just the sume,
fair was actual conversation when
eather or foul; that's one of the Lórdsburg was wide and open :
"Santa Fe Charlie was buried
npleasant conditions of publish-ilike farming. The past two today."
"What, is Charlie dead?"
ears have been a strain on
"Yes, that's the reason that they
and purse. Help! Help
buried him."
"What did he die of?"
WOMAN'S LOVE
"Five aces." a
It taxes a hundred men to make
in encampment, but it takes only
editorials is the hardhe, influence of one woman estWriting
job in the Liberal shop, so the
lake a home. I not only admire boss told me. He said that edivoman as the most beautiful ob torials must be divided into three
ect ever created, but I reverence distinct parts : The first he underler as the redeemed glory of
stands and the readers don't. The
the sanctuary of all
Becond part the readers underqual-ties
pledge
of
perfect
all
the
stand and he doesn't. The third
ot heart and head. It is
part no one understands. And I
women are so much better believe him. Don't you?
han men that their faults are
greater.
The only thing
PUMPKIN HILL ITEMS
n this world considered
Agnes Simpson, who has been
the only peak that rises washing
the dishes for her father
ibove the clouds, the window in
is going to Canville
season,
this
.vhich the light is always burning,
to
week
next
take the job of books woman's love.
It rises to the
in a bean factory. There
;reatest heights, it sinks to the keeper
never been any strings on
owest depths, it forgives the most have,
Agnes, but even steady Billie is
ruel injuries. A woman's love is losing
hope now.
he perfume of the heart. This is
is sueing Si Rub-bi- n
Our
blacksmith
he real love that subdues the
for damages. Si's mule steparth; the love that has wrought
toe Wednesday
he miracles of art; that gives us ped on the former's
ruined this year's corn crop.
.íusic all the way from the cradle and
Mrs. Longneck of ner
ong to the grand symphony that
is wearing mourning this
cars the soul away on wings of
Her pet canary tried to
Tire. A love that is greater than week.
swallow a pumpkin seed Tuesday
lower, sweeter than life and and choked. Her husband has sent
tronger than death. By Robert
off for a seedless canary to preJ. Ingersoll.
vent further mishaps.
The Pumpkin Hill Brass Band
WHY DID HE ADMIT IT7
will give a snipe supper at the old
Soapstone school house Friday evening. Gentlemen are requested to
bring all the snipes available. Mr.
Rube Windbag, our cornet player,
will play "Turkey in the Oven"
with one lip. Everybody come and
see Rube have a "blowout." Five
cents will be charjred at the door
to buy a new ring for the bell.
EXTRA! Watch this paper for
the obituary on B. A. Gorde's marriage next week.
Our reporter,
Pansy Strawberry, has a season
ticket to all weddings booked for
Pumpkin Hill.
Bert Stubble says that he will
nay $1 30 for the arrest of the fellow who shot his wood shed Mon-

Ledge No.

f.

BUT IN EL PASO

30.

J. L. Wells, W. m
G. P. Jkffus, Secretary

RDOAR W. KAYSRR. Cashier
WAI.TKH M. nUTLKK. Asst. Cashier
Q. T, WÜOUK Asst. Cashier

. RAVNOLDS.
Proslden .
1A8. (1HAHAM MnVAHY, Vlee-- l reaident,
t.
iV. L. TOOLKY.

JOSHtTA

THE

WOODMEN OF WORLD
CAMP. No. 8S
Weeti every Inri A 4ti Put J May night st thai
K. of P. HALL
K. M . PI. her. C C.
, K. al. Bejrnolda Clark

i. o. o. nr..

Bank
First National
paso,
rrt2zz:z3

SLi

CAPITAL AND HÜKPLII9
DEPOSITS
,

.,.

TTxLlted.

,

,

States Depositary,

80A.000
.4.(100.000

4 percent, interest paid on Savings Accounts.
Correspondence la Invited f mm thoae who contemplate opening initial or additional
acoounta la Kl faso.

Assets

LORDCnURO LODGB No. (0

Vert every Monday nlirht at t o'clock
eiaitliK eitiitcrl invitad to aiteud
S. K. Oas8, Nohle Grand
Wm Tyua, Secretary

y?

It's for You"

Write for our Catalogue.

A. M

Veri tka Ihtrd IhuraSav nlrM of
arb BioDib. VilUu breiber
In VIM.

g
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$6,000,000

Deposits made by mall are promptly acknowledged.
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Make Your Headquarters at the

pa-.en-

jMeellnr atar y Tuei. irMlii.
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Viaitlng brother lurited.

Smtth, C C.
J. J. MiKiKi, K.K.

R. D.

I.

.LORDSBURG, NEW MEXICO

Assayer and Chemist

y,

vir-.ue- 8,

GEORGE W.

Steam Heat. Hot anrl Cold Water. Electric lights.
PRIVATE BATf.S. REASONABLE RATES

CAMERON

be-au-

Hapreientatlya For Shipnert to the
L PASO BMELttU.

con-tider-

SOS

con-tan- t,

Chicum-bervil-

.

day.

I

.

A

M.CROCKKR. M.D.

LOHDBtIRO

r1

course, you are thoroughly
0Eposted
"Tom Is hopeless. "
on every angle of the
' "How so?"
E'uropean war.
But who is the
"Grand opera bores him and bi
federal secretury of state? Who is
r"'ef justice of the supreme court? admita
Who ore the majority and minority
lenders in congress? Who is secretary of agriculture? How manv
House, good as new and now
ftftte are fn the union? Which rented. Will sell for $1,200 or
was the Inst one to be adrutted to $(00 down and balance on short
ptatehood? Kow your own country time. A big bargain If taken at
first!
once. F. V. Eush, agent.
I

V

nti Mfircmn i
Dipt riot Aurjfmtt BouthTn Puclllo dnd Art-A
Hnitrum., durffOfi to
Mntlco
New
ton
4mrinn Consolidated Cupper 'o,

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

,

i

'1
Every ing

PhTlrlnn

with us is JupI one of the
ways in which we are prepared to give you service.

bookVecpiuR is

lust as necessary for the

M.

INSURANCE

a

Prompt

MEXICO.

February

:

Three factors in7your Existance Supplied with the Best

Ii
V

F.lonimc$tar,

VV.

LUMBER

:
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SUBSCRIPTIONS NOW DUE

TRICES

COAL

.

le

Central Location, Restaurant Adjoining

Saa Franrl.en St. Rt Paao, Taa.
P. . BOX 4HS
POOOCOOOOOOOCOOGOOOOQC

Serial No. 01.1077
Department of the Interior. United
Land Office at Las Cruces, New Mexico.

KOt MOOOOQOO

State

NOTICE
Notice is hereby iriven that on the 20th day of
January, A. I. 1916. The Santa Ke Pacific Railroad Co.. made application at the United Suites
l.and Office, at Laa Cruces. New Mexico, by
llowel Jonea, its. I,and Commissioner, to select
under the Act of March 4, 1913, the following
:
described land,
The west half of the Northwest quarterand the
Northwest quarter of the Southwest quarter of
section thirteen: the Northeast quarter of the
Southeast quarter of section fourteen, in township thirty-on- e
south of range eighteen west of
the New Mexico Meridian Mew Mexico, containing one hundred and sixty acres.
The punióse of this notice is to allow all persons
claiming the laud adversely, or desiring to show
it to be mineral in character, an opportunity to
file objection to such location or selection with
the local officers for the land district in which
: at the land office aforethe land is situate,
said, and to esuiblish their interests therein, or
the mineral churacter thereof.
5
John L. Burnside, Register
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. 8. Land Office
at Laa Cruces, N. M.. January 12, 1914.
Notice la hereby given that Steven W, Duna-va- n
of Anima, N. M., who, on February t,
1Ü13. made homestead entry No. 08003, for
W'JNEVi: EVjNW4, Suction 17. Township
9 8.. Range 1 W., N. M. P. Meridian, haa
lled notice of Intention to make Final three-te- ar
proof, to establish claim to the land above
leeeribed. before A. B. Ward. U. S. Commia-tione- r,
at Animas, N. M., on the 26th day of
February 1916.
Claimant namea aa witnesses :
Tas W. Callman, Alvin Dunagan. Holmes
Maddox. Steven R. Dunagan, all of Animas,

N. M.

Jan.

11

Feb. 18.

JOHN L. BURNSIDE
Register

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. 8. Lar.d Offlca
at Laa Cruces, N. M., January 12, 1916.
Not o la hereby given that Louis Carriere
if Clowrdale, N. M, who, on August 10,
1910, made homestead entry 04644, for 8W.
NW: NWy48W; BEHNWtf; NEÍ48WÍ4,
section 81, Township 88S., R. 20 W., and on
May 16, 1914, made additional entry No.
I9B62.
for- - Nt$NWV4 : SMtSWK. Section
8,
roatnahin 88 8 Radge 20 W.. N. M. P.
has filed notice of Intention to make
Final five-yeproof, to establish claim to the
and above described, before A. B. Ward, U.
i. Commissioner, at Animas, N. M on the 26th
lay of February 1016.
Claimant namea aa witnesses !
James N. Clark, Harley N. Autre. Fred R.
Miller. Charlea B. Miller, all of Cloverdale,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Defiartmitit of tht Interior. U. 8. Ind Ofrica
at La Cructa. N. M.. January 13. ISIS.
Notice U hereby Ktven that Frank Weldos
of Lord-bur- g,
N. M., who. on July 1. 1K1Í,
mude hmeetead entry No. 07211, for Lot 4 ;
SWNWV4 See. 4. Lot 1. SENEV4; Section
i. Townnhip 21 8.. Range IR W.. N. M. P. Meridian, haa Sled notice of Intention to raake
final three-yeproof, to aatablUb claim to
the land above dearrihed, before Faria V. Bueh,
U. 8. Commiirioner. at Lordburir, N. II ., en
Ih Sith day of February 1D16.
Claimant namea aa witneaaea:
I. B. Wood. M. M. Crocker. M. Q. Hardin, L.
R. Jonea. all of Lordubur. N. M.
N. M.
JoilN L. BURNSIDE
Jan.
IS.
RacUtar Ian.

,

II.

JOHN L. BURNSIDE
Register

ID
!

HAVE "RED" DO YOUR PAINTING
000000000090S093Ct90
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Always The Best

Of What?
Fine bottled wines, and all classes
of Liquors. A special holiday line of
WHISKEY - WINES & CIGARS
Ijor the Best Keg Beer in town, call
at the Clifton Bar. Always Excellent

Ollfton
J.

itm t

S. BROWN,

32 ur

Pror irietor

twst 'sm t&

i

ss toS' m$ii

4tt

MOUNINGSTAU

&

AUGUSTINE

Insurance

V1LL WELCOME

Change of Date cf Sale

Leading Companies Scottish
Union, Firemen'j, Connecticut
HOME, PALETINE
Your Business Solicited

WHITE and ANDREWS
Attornejr
I
WASHINGTON tOAN & TRUST BIII.DINO
WASHINGTON. D. C.
Special attention to public Land and Mtnin? cm- rs before the General Land Office and Interior
Department.
PATENTS FOR INVENTIONS

1"'????.

i

State Land Office, the Commissioner of Pub.
,ic L,ml, wi
to
le
,t ub,ic
bi(dcri ,t
hÍKh.
0.cock A M on
May the 8th, 1916, In the town of Ailvcr
City, County of Grant, State of New Mexico,
" front of the court home therein, the fol- lowing nrnenhed tract! of land, vtr:
Lota 3, 4. 5. 6. 7. KKSWK. SKMNWH,
Sec. 6, NKKSKJ4
Sec. 7, all of Sec. 0, all
of See. 16. SKW Sec. 1R. all of Sec.
all
of Sec. 20, all of Src. 21, all of Sec. 2, all
of Sec.
9. all of Sec. Jo. Lou 1. 2. J. 4,
K.'íNWH, E.',SW', N'iSEW, NE'4 Sec 31,
all of Sec. Si, all of Sec. Si, T. 30S., R.
IbW., all of Sec. 3, all of Sec. 4, all of Sec.
5, a'l of Sec.
, all of Sec. 7, Kyi, SUM.
NWSWU
Sec. 8, all of Sec. . all of Sec.
10, all of Sec. IS, all of Sec. 16, E',, SWtf,
WSÍNWK Sec. 17, all of Sec. 1R, all of Sec.
19, all of Sec. 20, all of Sec. 21, all of Sec.
Sec. 29,
16W, NEttNEK
22. T. 3IS., R.
Sec. 33, SKV4SWVÍ, NhSWX Sec.
NE'jNW
Sec,
4,
31,
R.
17W.,
Lot
34, T. 28S.,
T. 29S,
R. 16W., S'VSEX Sec. 3, NES4SEX
Sec. 10,
Sec. 11. ENWJ4, SF.VJSF.V
S'.NWVi, SW
r.V.NF.tf
Src. 83.
SWWNWK
NWVÍSW.Í Sec. 24, T. 29S., R. 17W. con
1S,398.41
improvement!
aerea. The
taining
on this land consist of house, corrals, wells,
water trouahs. and amrface tank, value

,,.

I.

em

Dr. R. E. BUVENS
DENTAL SURO EON.
Office:

Brown Block
Pyramid St.

Permanently Located.
LORDSBUKQ, NEW MEXICO.

CVWWVWWWWWVWVWWX

Convention of New Mexico Cattle
and Horse Growers to be
Dig Jollification

;

Feed

I

&

Visiting

Transferring and d rayate.

NEW
.

14- -2

LOCATION

"SANITATION FIRST"
Now at Sheakspeare Camp

Sec.

Lo"

Promn Deliveries to Lorrlsburor
and 65 Mine.
-

SW)iSWM,

21.

Dairyl;iiT' I

The Lordsburg

N',SEi.

SEtfSEVi
Sec. 22,
Sec. 34,
NENWtf
Kyi
NE!4SW54,
SEtfNWtf,
W'NWM,
35,
T. 33S., K. 18W., alt of
SEJ4 Sec.
Sec. 32, T. .MS., R. 17W., all of Sec. 34, T.
30S., R. 19W., EWNW'4, SWJÍNWK. WVÍ-SWSec. 26, Z'A NE!4.
Sec. 25, SEWSE
SWNEtf, SEVSNWy, E'íSWyí, NWSE
Sec. 35 T. 31 S., R. 20W., all of Sec. 16,
21, T. 32S., R.
Sec.
W'A, SEW,
WJ,NE!
20W..
Nl,NW, SWNWX, NWííSWM,
Sec. 10, SEX
Sec. 11. SENE(4,
EHSEtf
NW!4, NNEtf, SWS4NEX, EysSWtf, SWJ4
SWVÍ Sec. IS. T. 33S.. R. 18W.. all of Sec.
6, all of Sec. 7, all of Sec. 18, all of Sec.
19, 1.
K. 17W., all ot Sec. 4, all ot
Sec. 23, all of Sec. 24, T. 33S.. R. 18W.,
SEVÍ Sec. 22, all
XA. NkíSWtt. SWVíSWVi,
of Sec. 27, all of Sec. 33, all of Sec. 34, all
K. 17W., all ot Sec. 1,
Sec 3, all 01 Sec. lu,
Sec. 12. all of Sec. 13,
15,
all of Sec. 14, all of Sec.
NiaNEtf
Sec. 23, Lota 2,
SEtfNEtf Sec. 22, NW
4, NW'4,
NWtfNEtf Sec. 24, T. 34S.. K.
20W., W'J, SEX Sec. 7. E'A Sec. 8, NViNW,
SWJ4NW, NWXSW5Í hec. 9, t.'i, JNjVjINW,
ESWJi Sec. 17, Kyi, SWX, NWSEtf Sec.

Src.

Board Iniratick riven irood attention.

PHONE

16,

Sec. 20, NW!4 SWKNEX,

JONES & BURNsf

ALLEN & LINES, Prop.

WKiNW((

27,

ft
Sec-

-

19-

-

Lo"

2

Cattlemen

enwh,

SWNWV4 Sec 20, T. 34S., R. 19W., all of
Sec. 12, WSi Sec. 13. all of Sec. 14, all of
Sec. 15, E'A Sec. 22, all of Sec. 23, SWXNW5.
SWtf, W!,SEX,
SEJ4SEK Sec. 24. all of
Sec. 25, all Sec. 26.; NVS, NVÍSESÍ, SESEJÍ,
Kyi, SWtf Sec. 34, all of
Sec.
27,
NWXSW!4
Sec. 35, all of Sec. 36, T. 33S R. 20W.. Lota
3, 4, E'SWJi, SEW Sec. 19, NEtf, SENW4,
W!4NWK, Syi Sec. 20, Wyi Src. 27, all of
Sec.
Seca. 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, Syi,
W'.KW'Á, Sec. 34, T. 33S.,
33, NENWSÍ,
34S.,
R.
5
6,
T.
19W.,
and
R.
all of Seca.
19W., all of Sec. 18, T. 31S., R 19W., all
31,
R.
19W..
32S.,
19,
30,
all of
of Seca.
T.
Sees. 5, 6, 7, 8, NVÍ. NWtfSWtf, SEK Sec.
17, T. 33S., K. WW.,
all ol Sec. 1, I. i
10, 11, 12, 13, 14, K'A, EiW'i,
NWNWM
Sec. 15. EVi, E'tWi, SWWSWVÍ Sec. 22, all
of Sees. 23. 24. 25. 26, 27. 34, 35, 36, T. 32S.,
R. 20W., all of Seca. 1, 2, 3, 10, 11 T. 33S.,
R. 20W, NEW Sec. 11, all of Sec. 13, all of
Sec. 14, NEWNWJ4. NSEW, SEV4SEW Sec.
15, all of Sec. 16, EJf SEtfNWtf. EKjSWW
NWtf-NWÜ- ,
Sec 22, all of Seca. 23 and 24,
N.SEW
EklSWX Sec. 25, NSi
SWWSEK Sec. 26 E4, ENWK, ESWW
,,
.
sec.
Sec. 27,
INW, tc,sw

DUNCAN GIVES ROAD
WORK A SEND-OF-

REPAIRING

I

I

i

T

Ravs

the

CoDDer

Leaves Lordsburg Wednes-

,,,;

:
given w paaocuK1 oi. t iv-to and from Rednick.
SAM TURMAN, Prop.

sl

f

I

Leave calls at Postoffice.

Lordsburg Cafes
Club House Saloon
FINE WINES AND LIQUORS

FRANCISCO CANO, Prop.
Nortih of Railroad Tracka.

Keg Beer on Tap
Fine Wines and Liquors
Restaurant lo Connection
VENDOME

HOTEL BUILDING

St. Elmo Cafe
W. M. MEANEY,

REGULAR

Prop.

DINNER

We givela first class regular
Dinner every day for 35c.
Our regular service is said
by all who try it to be the
best in town.

Give us a

trial and be

convinced.

;

C

per acre, which ia the appraii- Dollar!
ed value thereof, and in addition thereto the
BODY FOUND
bidder must also pay for the improvement!
body of the girl baby
which exi!t on the above deacribed landa,
The
infant
at the apprataed val'Je.
daughter of
The above lale of landa will be subject nineteen months old,
The
of Mr. and Mrs. Delia Reynolds
to the following condition!, via:
bidden must pay to the Commis who, with its mother, was drowned
sioner of Public Lands, or hia aent noioinr
n the Blue River, was discovered
of the pricea offered
such aale. one-tentby hem respectively for the land; four per .on Monday of last week lodged in
cent interest in advance for the balance ol
the forks of a tree in the banks 01
such purchase prices; the fees tor silver
and all coita inci
tisino- and aooraiaement
the Frisco river, forty miles below
dental to the aale herein, and each and all the scene of the accident.
in
caah
be
tnuat
of aaid amounta
Mrs. Reynolds was the daughter
nr certified exchansre at the time of aale.
and which amounta and all of them are of Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Isaacs, of
subject to forfeiture to the State ot Mew
Mexico if the successful Didders ao not ex Animas.
ecate contracts within thirty daya after con
tracta have been mailed to theai 11 y tne
REALTY BARGAINS
State Land Office, laid contracta to provide
for the payment of the balance of the pur- 80 acres patented land within a
ahaae pricea ot aaid tracta or land in tmrty
eaual. annual installments, with interest on mile of Lordsburg.
Brick house
all deferred paymenta, at the rate of four
3,000.
and improved property.
per cent per annum in advance, payments
and interest due on October 1st of each
Lib
See
crop
sample
at
Western
of
vear. and auch other conditions, obligations,
reservations and terma as may be required eral office.
by law.
Each of the tracts as deacribed herein will
The Commissioner of
be offered separately.
Public Landa, or ma agent noiding sucn
reaervea the riffht to reject any and
ai
all bida offered at aaid aale. Possession
under contracta of sale for the above de
scribed tracta will be given on or betorc
Ortnber 1st. 1916.
Witaesa my hand and tne oinciai aeai 01
the State Land omce tins mx day 01 vc
cember, A. D. 1915.
Kl JH I . r. J.KV1C.IV,
POSTAGE RATES IN 1824.
Commiaaioner of Public Landa.
State of New Mexico.
By A. W. MACY.
First Publication. Feb. II, 1916
In 1824 tha U. S. government
Last Publication, April 14, 1916
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and parch!

and color of . n..hl. br.nds
red tin. but it it imwi'lm to
ImiUt. b never of Prince
Albert tobacco I Tha patented
Proco. protecU tha: 1

When you fire up your first
smoke you'll decide that you
never did taste tobacco that
hits your fancy like

A

IT

Tt!7,7r

the national joy smoke
For it exceeds in goodness and satisfaction the kindest
word we ever printed about it!
Men, we tell you this tobacco will be a revelation to you.
So, take this information at 100, get out the old jimmy
pipe from its hiding place or locate the makin's papers
and fall-t- o I
Your whhei will 5 grot!fie J at (Aa neoreaf afore that tmtl tobacco,
for Prince Albert it in anivtnal demand. It can be bought all over
the ttatet and all over tha world! Toppy red bag; Set tidy red
tine, 10c; bandeóme pound and
d
tin humidore and that
fine pound crystal-glad- t
humidor with
top that
keeps the tobacco in euch excellent trim.
half-poun-

eponge-moiiten-

LONG

BURNiMS

Plf E

AMD

CIGABCVVEi?0BACCO

R.

Six men on each division of the
and in each general shop who

S. P.

rank highest in safety points scor
ed will be presented with an attractive watch fob with a rolled
fold charm at the end of the fiscal
year closing June 30, 1916.
On the face of the charm will be
inscribed the company's safety emblem and on the reverse side the
to whom
name of the employe
awarded will be inscribed. The
points are computed from the number of safety suggestions offered,
the character and importance of
the suggestions being considered.

J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.,

er

Winston-Sale-

N. C.

ITS IN THE LIBERAL
Under New Management

Central Bar
L.

J. MORRIS, HARRY WRIGHT
PROPRIETORS

Fine Grade of Bottled Goods and
Cigars, Wines and all classes of
Fancy Liquors. Keg Beer on Tap

LAND SCRIPT
Commissioner Bush has secured several blocks of Santa Fe
land script in 160 acre tracts tur
3ale at approximately $5.50 per
acre and fully guaranteed.
For
sale as long as it lasts to the first
U. S.

Your

Patronage Solicited

vomers.
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CURIOUS BITS

OF HISTORY

NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION
Department of tha Interior, U. S. Land Of flea
Cruca. N. M.. January 19, 1918.
Nntiea la hereby given that Parle Wriirtit
of Lordaburg. N. M.. who, on January 14, Vi,
made homestead entry No. 07H17, for BVii-i8., Ranve
8ViSW. Section 24, Townahip Í0 meo
nonce
17 W., N. M. P. Meridian, ftaa
three-yeproof,
of intention to maka final
to establish claim to the land above deacribed,
before Faria V. Buah, U. S. Commiaaioner,
at Lordaburg, N. M., on tha 2nd day of March

ti1u

116.

Claimant names aa witnesses I
Vane P. Gould. E. R. Wright, Vernon Wright
Bud Daniels, all of Lordaburg, N. M.
JOHN L. BURNSIDS
Register
25
Jan.
NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION
.
Department of the Interior, U. 8. Land Office
at Laa Cruets, N. M., January 19, 191.
Notice b hereby given that Laurence
who. on January
Dobeoa of Rodeo. N. M
tun. mad homestead entry No. 07887, for
NWU ! NWÜSWÍi. See. 12, Lota 1. 1 and
Sak-- U.
TownshlD 29 8.. Range 22 W., N. M. P.
Meridian, haa Died notice of Intention to make
proof, to establish claim to tha
final three-yeland abov described, before Aaa O. Garland.
U. 8. Commiaaioner. at Rodeo, N. M., on the
2nd day of March 1918.
Claimant names aa witneaaeal
D. M; Phlllipa, E. C. Dobson. R. R. Timbrel!
O. V. Smith, all of Rodeo, N. M.
JOHN L. BURNSIDB
Register
26
Jan.

Up-To-DatoC- afe

Lordsburg, N. M.

cuts out bito

Era of Clifton

(U.OO)

and Saturday morning3
i day
with mail SneM&l attention

fixes

Reliable information from the
Lordsburg Chamber of Commerce,
is to the effect that the (irant
county commissioners are planning to repair the highway from
Lordsburg this way to the Btate
line as soon as they complete the
work now being done between
Lordsburg and Steins, says the
Duncan News.
The road between here and
Lordsburg is a link in the Southern National Kisrhway and is in
orettv bad shaDe. especially in wet
weather, and very little work will
be necessary to make a good road.
The part pf the road on this side
of the state line is in excellent
shape, all of it being newly con
structed or reDaired.
There is considerable travel over
the Lordsburg road and it is hoped
that the repair work will be done
at an early date.

1

REDROCK AUTO
STAGE LINE

ed

process
that and

F

"Th Southern National Hieh- way, following the east and west
NSWi
state, hitrhwav throusrh Arizona.
via Lordsburg, Duncan, Clifton,
Gillard Hot Springs, Gila Valley,
San Carlos, Globe, Roosevelt Dam,
and Yuma, offers as
Phneni
S. Brisen, Prop.
many, if not more, scenic attrac
tions than any other trans-stat- e
highway.
The promoters 01 tne
SHOE
BOOT
and
GUARANTEED
Borderland Route recently Jogged
a new road alone the international
.,,
boundary between El Paso and
SW,
Tucson, leaving Lordsburg oil or
We Suggest to our
the man.
swwnww,
wsww,
Shop adjoining Charlie Lee Block nwxnew.
nnw,
r
1
& N. IS. lunction
I'll'. I'T' I I'l, IT. .
at
friends
the
&
Leahy's
Store 31S., K. 20W., containing 6i,393.(K aerea. ne to join hands A.
East Robert
the Southern
with
house,
of
on
thia
land
improvement!
consist
wagon ahed, blackamith !hop, barn,, grain National Highway now and devote
room, fencing, value (2300.
a portion of the Grant county road
k. lw., rvy,, funds to ímnrovmg the hignway
Also all ot ec. il, 1.
R.
16W.,
Sec.
all
32,
29S.,
of
Sec.
T.
NyiSEJi
1,660.80 acrei.
between the Arizona line and
2, T. 29S., R. 17W., containing
There are no improvement! on thia land.
Lordsburg."
No bids will be accepted tor lesi tnan I nree

NEW SHOE SHOP

Meets the fondest wishes of any man who
lilies to smoke because it has the right flavor
and aroma and coolness. It's the most cheerful tobacco you ever did pack in a jimmy pipo
or roll into a cigaAnd it's so
rette.
It. J. ke nutu 'íubewuo Co
good you just feel
you never can get
enough. The pat-ent-

Preparations for welcoming the
attlemen who will be in Deming
when the convention of the New
Mexico Cattle and Horse Growers
Association meets there on Febru
ary 22 and 23 are rapidly taking
definite shape, and if the visitors
do not have a good time while
they are here it will not be the
fault of Deming and her citizens.
The Chamber of Commerce is han
dling the arrangements and will
see to it that the cattlemen are all
oused comfortably and entertain
ed in a manner benefitting the rec
ord of Deming.

g. W!SWJ
Sec. 9, all
SiiNWtf, NEJiSWJ. NW',iSE'4.
Sec. 18. MKMiNtg
S'jSEH Sec. 17. EjNK

I

Livery Stable

fits your taste!

'

Rooms in Private Homes May Be
Required to Accommodate the

Also ty.SFM Sec.

of Sec.

JmvV i

ft

IS COMING

CROWD

RECORD

2,2O0.00.
!

Prince Albert

THE STOCKMEN

PUBLIC LAND SALE
Office of the Coromltsionor oí Public Lands
State of New Mexico.
Santa Fe, N. M.f December 2, 115.
Notice is hereby given that puriuant to the
provisions of an Act of Congrega approved

The Liberal ads bring results.

charged six centa for carrying a
Ingle letter SS rrUlee or leee.
For more than 36 and leal than
80 mllee It charged ten cents.
Frcm 80 to 1S0 ml lea the charge
wae 121, centa, and from 150 to
400 mllee, 18'a centa. For all
dlitancea over 400 mllee the uniform rate wae 25
ita. By a
"elngle" letter waa meant, ao the
department explained, one containing "one plecas of paper."
When two plecee were Incioeed,
the charge waa doubled; when
three pleoee, It waa tripled, and
ao on. A charge of one cent wae
made for carrying each copy of
a newtpaoer 100 mllee or lesa,
and a cent and a half for more
than 100 mllee. At that time
Jthare were about 80,000 mllee of
poet office roade, and the malla
were carried on etagea about 2V
000 mllee.
There were 8,240
poet office. John McLean waa
pottmaater-generaat a ealary
of $4,000 a year. He had two
atiletanta V $2,500 each; one
chief clerk at 11,700, one bookorkeeper at $1,300, twenty-twdinary clerke at from $800 to
l,

o

$1,400

each,

and

two

metaen-ger-

at $350.
Uopyrlgiit, U4

Jxroit

B

:

if
I

111

any exclusive models
rom the specialty factories

of the Hamilton Brown Shoe
m
MM Company are

ready for
your inspection
Come to see them

See our ad on back page
of magazine section

e,

one at $700 and the other
y

---

frWtef

BowloaJ

The Roberts & Leahy Mercantile Company
INCORPORATED
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AMERICAN JUNIOR GUARD WOULD
BECOME LAST LINE OF RESERVE FORCES.

1)

(ulgravc

lot a Dita cf
Breakfast Until
You Drink Water
Says a gluss of rrot water and
phosphate prevents Illness
and keeps us fit

Just as

Manor,

coal, when it burns, loaves

SCALE OF ANNUAL PAY behind a certain amount of

Northampt-

onshire, is preserved
as a peace memorial
between Great Britain and the United
States. Here is an
interesting story of
the historical place

NATIONAL GUARD PROPOSAL FOR
OF STATE
FEDERALIZATION
TROOPS BEFORE CONGRESS.

Nws Borvlc.
Washington. The proposals ot the
National Guard Association for federalization of the state troops were
before the military committees of
Congres in the form of a bill drafted
by representatives of the association,
at the request of the Senate commit
tee.
The regulations contemplated are
given force by a provisión limiting
participation In the federal pay feature to officers, men or organizations
complying with certain specified re
quirements.
The scale of annual pay proposed is
as follows: Major generals, $S00; brigadiers, $700, colonels, $600; lieutenant
colonels, $550; majors, $525; captains,
$500; fust lieutenants, $300; second
lieutenants, $250.
hnllsted men would be paid on the
basis of 25 per cent of the pay ratts
of the regular army, a private receiv
ing approximately $45 a year.
The maximum number of troops
provided for by the bill is 600 for each
congressional district or a tota peace
strength of approximately 200,000, an
increase of 70,000 over the present
strength of the national guard. They
would form a separate branch of the
regular army In time of war when
called into the federal service. Tne bowels. Adv.
act would take effect July 1, 1916.
The bill provides also for organiza
The average man would rather lose
tion of a Junior guard, composed ot $5 on a horse race than a nickel
boys between 12 and 18, available for through a hole in his pocket
active service when other classes of
militia had been called out. The juniors would be divided into two
GASGARETS" FOR
classes cadets, or those of 15 and
above, and cadets of the second class,
thoBe less than 15.
Weitern Nawnpaper Union

I'M

í

incom-

bustible material In the form of ashes,
so the food and drink taken day after
day leaves In the alimentary canal a
certain amount ot indigestible material, which If not completely eliminated from the system each day, becomps
food for the millions of bacteria which
infest the bowels. From this mass of
r
waste, toxins and ptomainelike poisons are formed and sucked
,
into the blood.
Men and women who can't get feeling right must bogln to take inside
baths. Before eating breakfast each
morning drink a glass of real hot water with a teaspoonful of limestone
phosphate in It to wash out of the
thirty feet of bowels the previous day's
accumulation of poisons and toxins
and to keep the entire alimentary
canal clean, pure and fresh.
Those who are subject to sick bead-achcolds, biliousness, constipation,
others who wake up with bad taste,
foul breath, backache, rheumatic stiffness, or have a sour, gassy stomach
after meals, are urged to get a quarter
pound of limestone phosphate from
any druggist or storekeeper, and begin practicing Internal sanitation.
This will cost very little, but is sufficient to make anyone an enthusiast
on the subject
Remember inside bathing is more
important than outside bathing, because the skin pores do not absorb
Impurities Into the blood, causing poor
health, while the bowel pores do.
Just as soap and hot water cleanses,
sweetens and freshens the skin, so
hot water and limestone phosphate
act on the stomach, liver kidneys and

te

left-ove-

-

;fT
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iarrrs
a quiet, rural neighborhood,
where the farmhouses are quaint,
and antiquated, stands Sulgrave
Manor,
English
the
home of the Washington family.
The ma.ior never really saw
GeorKe Washington or his father.
ti or even his grandfather, but the
Washington family possessed and
occupied It during most of the
Jfgt 1
sixteenth and seventeenth cen-I"-It Is still possible to
tlnguisb over the main entrance
to tue old building the heraldic device of stars
and stripes which Washington accepted as his
own coat of arms, and which Is commonly regarded as tha origin of the American flag.
'
In the summer of 1911 the suggestion was made
by a prominent member of the British Peace committee that the historical property should be purchased and dedicated as a memorial to the peaceful relations existing between the two countries
during the past century, the dedication to be enn
of the features of the International celebrations
In 1914. This Idea Immediately met with popular
favor. The BrltlBh committee acquired the property, and dedicated it to peace between England
and the United States.
The manor has been made Into a Hall of Records, where matter pertaining to
unity is kept. It Is understood that a lecture chair
soon will be supplied by the purchasers aad that
James Bryce,
to the United States,
will be Its first occupant
Charming Old Place.
The manor Is a charming piece of old architecture, gray with the rains, frost and sunshine
of 300 years. The house stands at the eastern
extremity of the village of Sulgr&ve. In Northamptonshire, and It Is approached from the west by
a pretty green croft, separated from the almost
encircling: road by a hedge.
To the right of the gable end of the manor Is a
low stone wall with a larch gate, facing a small
court, partly paved and partly In grass. From the
courtyard the house Is entered by a handsome old
otone doorway, above which a little attic projects
from a tiled root. The fine old Tudor doorway
Is surmounted by a shield containing the Washington coat of arms, which three centuries have
somewhat robbed of Its original sharpness, but
"which is still unmistakable.
What a fortune had that shield of u private
English gentleman to become the most notable
Strange to think that
blazon of all the world!
this little obscure stone coat of arms In a secluded Northamptonshire village should be the
original of so much should still be extant. As
strange to think of the contrast between the torpid and monotonous rustic life surrounding It for
so many generations with the rush and roar of
existence in our great republic.
There Is very little doubt that the three stars
and the three stripes furnished the Idea for the
American flag. In the flag, as in the original, the
stars signify divine Influence guiding the bearer
In the right way, while the bars denote one who
sets the bar of conscience and religion against
'wicked temptations and evil desires. The colors,
Ted and white, scorn to follow also; the red meaning military bravery and fortitude; the white
peace and sincerity.
Tradition attributes the suggestion to Benjamin Franklin. Tupper is probably right when,
in his "Centennial Drama," he makes Franklin
tay:
. . I proposed It to the congress.
It was the leaders old crusading blazon,
Washington's coat, his own heraldic shield.
And on the spur, when we must choose a flag
Symhollng Independent unity,
We and not be all was unknown to him
Took up his coat of arms and multiplied
And magnified it. In every way to this
Our glorious national banner.
N

At WeBsyngton, this was their family coat.
And at Mount Vernon I myself have noted
An old cast-iroscutcheoned chimney-bacCharged with that heraldry.
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He adds, also, some allusions to the old man-

sion:
. , The Washlngtons. of Wassyngton,
In County Durham, and on Sulgrave Manor.
County Northampton, bore upon their shield
.

Three stars atop

.

.

.

and for the crest

An eagle's head upsprlnglng to the light.

The architraves of Sulgrave testify.
As sundry printed windows In the hall

to high positions
and were knighted
Sir William Wash-

k

one-tim- e

Luv

of Wahiriféonls AncGonj

,

ington of Packing-toin 1622 and Sir
John Washington of

n

The old building Is In an excellent state of
preservation. The main hall has a fine fireplace
Thrapston In 1623.
and an oak beam celling. The ancient oak stairThe old church of
case has very beguiling twisted banisters and a
Mary's,
where
St
fascinating secret cupboard at the Intermediate
the Washington famlanding. The drawing room is on the second
ily worshiped for
floor, as was the custom In the days when It was
years, Is near the
built, and In one of the bedrooms It is said that
old manor, and is in The WashinflanJkietd
Queen Elizabeth once slept
a good state of pres
SLUGGISH BOWELS
conThe estate surrounding Sulgrave manor
ervation. It forms a point of considerable Interest
WAR
sists of about two hundred acres of gently rolling
containing, as it does, three memorial brasses on BULGARIAJOJUIT
land, substantially all of it in full view of the
No sick headache, sour stomach, .
the gray stone slab put down in memory of Laumanor. The ownership carries with it the lordrence Washington and his family. These brasses
tor
Separate
a
biliousness or constipation
Overtures
Made
ship of the manor, "with the Rights, Royalltles.
consist of Laurence Washington' effigy, a shield Has
Peace to the Entente Powers.
Privileges and Appurtenances thereto belonging,"
. . by morning.
bearing the Washington arms, and the following
Germans Take Trenches In
and Is Bubject to "a fee farm rent of lis 6d ($2.84)
Inscription:
Champagne.
box now.
Get a
per annum."
"Here lyeth burled ye bodys of Laurence Wash-tngto- ,
Turn the rascals out the headache.
Sulgrave Manor Is the place In England most
Gent, & Anne his wyf by whom he had
London. Feb. 15. The Exchange biliousness, indigestion, the sick, sour
closely associated with the name of Washington,
Issue liij sons and tj daughts wo laurence Dyed ye
Teleeranh Company received the fol stomach and foul gases turn them
& Anne De.
. . day
and yet It is true that George Washington him.
. ano 18 . .
lowing dispatch Sunday from Ath out
and keep them out with
ceased the v of October ano Dnl 1664."
self attached little Importance to this fact In the
ens:
,
Cascareis.
early days of the American republic, ancestry
Apparently Laurence Washington,
It is confirmed in entente circles
Millions of men and women take a
was despised much more than Is now the case.
of George Washington, devised
In 1788 George Washington refused to accept the
this monument as a memorial to his wife, leav- that Bulgaria has made overtures for Cascaret now and then and never
ing the date of his own death blank to be filled a separate- - peace to the entente pow know the misery caused by a lazy
dedication of a book on heraldry because a porin after his death. This, however, has never been ers."
tion of the community were:
liver, clogged bowels or an upset stom
done.
ach.
"Clamorously endeavoring to propogate an Idea
fiercely
Iondon. The Germans are
Two other records of the Washlngtons ara
Don't put in another day of distress.
that those whom they wished Invidiously to desIn this little attacking the French positions in the Let Cascarets cleanse your Btomach;
found In the village of Brlngton.
ignate by the name 'well-borwere meditating
township, not far distant from Northampton, Artois section as well as in Cham remove the sour, fermenting food;
In the first Instance to distinguish themselves
In the latter district Berllu take the excess bile from your liver
stands the house to which the family moved from pagne.
from their compatriots and to wreBt the dearest
Sulgrave. It was In this house that Robert Wash- reports the capture of a front of 700 and carry out all the constipated
privileges from the bulk of the people." .
ington died in 1622. and In the yard, engraved yards, while the French admit that waste matter and poison in the
But the ability to trace one's ancestors has a
upon a sundial. Is found the Washington coat ot the Germans have gained a footing in bowels. Then you will feel great
greater value in this country today than It had
arms.
straightens yon
A Cascaret
some of their advanced trenches near
In the days of the first president.
Washington
In the Church of All Saints, near at hand, where the
road. Hand out by morning. They work while
knew very little about his own forefathers. When
Robert Washington Is buried, an lnscrlpton reads arenado battles continued without In you sleep. A
box from
he was asked about them by the Garter
as follows:
termission over the portion of the any drug store means a clear head.
he said the first of his family in Virginia
"Here lies Interred ye bodies of Ellzab Wash- trenches to the east of Malson ae sweet stomach and clean, healthy liver
had come from one of the northern counties In
ington, widowe, who changed this life for tmmor- - Champagne which the French occu and bowel action for months. Chil
England, possibly Yorkshire or Lancashire, or
talltle ye 19th day of March, 1622. As also ye pied Friday.
dren love Cascarets because they
even farther north. Later there was considerable
body of Robert Washington, Gent, her late hus
never gripe or sicken. Adv.
disputation about the root of the family tree
band second sonne ot Robert Washington of Solsteamship Sprlngwell
British
The
from which he was descended, and it was finally
grave tn ye County of North, Eaqr., who depted
It is not always advisable to tell
agreed by genealogists that the Washlngtons of
has been sunk in the Mediterranean
this life ye 10th of March, 1622, after they lived while on her way from London to all one knows, but It Is' well to know
Sulgrave and Brighton did actually spring from
lovingly together."
one tells.
A Reuter dispatch to Malta all that
the Washlngtons In Warton, Lancashire, a place on
Laurence Washington, grandson of the Lau Calcutta.
warnthe Westmoreland border.
rence of Sulgrave, died in 1616, and Is also buried says she was torpedoed without
A GRATEFUL OLD LADY.
ing. The officers and crew, numberSeveral generations of Washlngtons of Warton
hfere.
,
up
seventy-threepicked
were
ing
are recorded, and one of these was the father of
Unfortunately little ot the village of Sulgravo
Mrs. A. O. Clemens, West Alexan
Laurence Washington, mayor of Northampton In
as it was In the days of the Washlngtons now re and landed at Malta.
der, Pa., writes: I have used Dodd't
1532 and 1545.
He seems to have taken up his
Lloyds reports that the British Kidney Pills, also Diamond Dinner
A disastrous fire In 1675 swept the vil
mains.
residence at Sulgrave, though members of his
lage, and only a relic may be seen here and there steamship Cedarwood has been sunk Pills. Before using them I had suf
family continued to remain at Warton for several
Most of the streets are set Two members of her crew were
In an ancient house.
fered for a number ol
generations. This Laurence Washington had for
with neat brick houses. Coming . toward the saved.
years with backache,
e
mother the daughter of Robert Kytson of
Church of All Saints, one might fancy oneself In
also tender spots on
On the Black sea Russian torpedo
In Suffolk.
This proved a matter of very
nnlrtRthe business center ot some minor New England boat destroyers have sunk additional
And
hnH
nt
considerable Importance in their history, because
city, but with rather less of glare and noise, and Turkish sailing vessels and have de
times black Boating
SpenInto
It brought them
connection with the
the community held In a certain abeyance by the stroyed bridges and depots ashore.
o V f v a.
utuure uiy
cers of Althrop and Wormleighton, through the
presence of the old church.
eyes. I also had lummarriage of Sir Thomas Kytson's daughter, CathIn dedicating the manor as a memorial to the
bago and heart trouerine, to Sir John Spencer of Wormleighton,
peaceful relations existing between the two great Republican Convention, Pueblo, May 2.
ble. Since using this
whose grandson. Sir Robert Spencer, was created
English-speakinDenver. At a meeting of the Re
nations during a century, the
medicine I have been
Baron Spencer of Wormleighton in 1603.
British committee has created a permanent me publican state central committee in Mrs. A.G.Qccni relieved of my suf- In the process of time the Washlngtons of SulDenver dates for the district meet fering. It Is agreeable to me for
morial of permanent interest
grave appear to have got Into financial difficulties.
ings and the state conference of the you to publish this letter. I am glad
Laurence Washington entered the wool trade, perparty for the selection of delegates to to have an opportunity to say to all
haps induced to do so by the fact that Lord
the Republican national convention In who are suffering as I have done that
s
of his
Spencer was one of the great
Chicago during June were sot The I obtained relief by using Dodd's Kidday. This Laurence acquired considerable riches
state session for selection of four ney Pills and Diamond Dinner Pills.'
In the wool trade. In 1539 he became possessed
delegates and four alternates at large
Dodd's Kidney Pills 60c per box at
of the Manor of Sulgrave for the sum of three
would be difficult to say who was thj 4rst man will be held at Pueblo, May 2. The your dealer or Dodd'a Medicine Co.,
It
pounds, fourteen shilhundred and twenty-onkilled In the Revolutionary war, The spirit of First congressional district meeting Buffalo, N. Y. Dodd's Dyspepsia Tablings, and subsequently be purchased additional
revolt prevailed and tome collisions between the will be held at Colorado Springs lets for Indigestion, have been proved.
property.
people and BrltlBh soldiers occurred before the May 1. The Third and Fourth dis- 50c per box. Adv. .
Sundial With Washington Arms.
war actually began. The battle of Concord oc trict conference will be at Pueblo
curred more than a year before the Declaration of May 2. Each district will select two
When the world frowns, we can
He bad many sons, of whom the oldest was
Independence, but there was blitoduhed before the delegates and two alternates.
face it; but let It smile, and we are
Robert, the ancestor of George Washington. He
battle ot Concord. One of the earliest of these
undone. Lytton.
succeeded his father In 1585, when be was of the
BoBton massacre.
collisions was the
U. 8. Population Is 10208,3t5.
age of forty, but he does not seem to have been
Not Gray Hair bat Tlrd KyM
March 6, 1770, In which British soldiers fired upon
so prosperous as his father. Yet it appears that
Washington.
Census Bureau exus look older than wa r. Keep
citizens, killing tfcjre and wounding eight The perts estimated that the population make
be was able to send both his sons, Christopher
your Eyes young and you will look younx.
CrUpus
In
was
affray
thk.
Movlei Murine Tour Eyes. Don't
tall
Oxford,
to
college,
Attucks,
the
a
first
they
After
where
Oriel
William,
to
1
and
was
of the United States January
your age. Murine Eye Remedy Co.,
mulatto. The first man killed In the battle of Con 101,208,315, and that by July 1, it tell
were in 1588, the year of the great armada.
Clilcfcijo, Bends JUye Book on request
cord, April 19, 1776, was Capt Isaac Davis of the would be 102,017,302.
Robert's oldeBt was named Laurence, probably
July 1 last year
Jonah was a r.onundrum and the
Massachusetts "minute men." In the battle ot Con they figured the population at 100,'
after the mayor of Northampton, and In 1610
93
loBt
killed, wounded and 399,318. Western states have led in whale had to give him up.
cord the Americans
Robert, In agreement with bis son, agreed to sell
missing, but no complete Hut of names was pre growth, Washington heading the list
Sulgrave to their cousin, Laurence Makepeace.
Ten smiles fur a nickel. Always buy Rod
served.
The second Laurence Washington then removed
with Oklahoma, Nevada, North Da Croaa Bag Blue; have beautiful, clear
to Brlngton. near Northampton, his father perNew Mexico following, In the white clothes. Adr.
and
kota
Kindliness Is the true wealth of the mind and I order named. The bureau's estimates
haps going with talra. though the latter was burled
beg you to keep it In your heart as a'prlcolesl
In the family vault at 8ulgrave. Laurence WashSpeaking of educated snakes, the
are based on the rate of Increase be
treasure. GlustL
ington bad seventeen children, two of whom rose
adder's in a class by himself.
tween the 1900 and 1910 censuses.
.
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Bar silver 56o.
Spelter, St. Louis $17 08.
Copper, casting $24.R7V4.
Arizona.

ven-did.-

rich body of ore has been opened
on the third level of the Tom Reed
A

A little Danderlne Immediately doubles the beauty of your hair. No difference how dull, faded, brittle and
scraggy, just molBten a cloth with
Danderlne and carefully draw it
through your hair, taking one small
strand at a time. The effect is am axing your hair will be light, fluffy and
wavy, and have an appearance of
abundance; an Incomparable luster,
softness and luxuriance.
Get a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton'a
Danderlne from any store, and prove
that your hair la as pretty and soft
as any that it has been neglected or
injured by careless treatment that's
all you surely can have beautiful hair
and lots of it if you will Just try a lit
tie Danderlne. Adv.

Another rich ore vein has been un
covered in the United Eastern mine at
Oatman.
Gold in paying quantities has been
fountí In the Little Big Horn mountains, twenty miles south of Aguila.
Preparations for extensive opera
tions at the old Yuma mine in the
Tucson mountains are being made by
Col. Epes Randolph and associates.
A
soon as the snow melts and
weather conditions permit its moving,
cyanide plant situated at
the
the Mascot mine at Crown King will
be moved to the Big Pine holdings
near Senator.
100-to-

La Asociación Eléctilca de Nuevo
Mex'ro celebrará su segundo mitin
anual en Albuquerque los 14, 15 y 16
de febrero.
Las Cruces obtiene $53,000 por su
edificio público, en contormldad con
los estatutos del proyecto de deficien
cia pasado por el Senado
Los hombres de negocio de Roswell
están herto desagradado acerca de la
medida que decide de corrar la oficina
de correos los domingos
Los "Boy Scouts" de Las Vegas cel
ebraron el aniversario del movimiento
de reconocimiento militar durante la
semana del 6 de febrero.
James E. Edison, un guardafreno,
fué glopeado por un tren en Demlng,
sufriendo heridas en !a espalda, la
fractura de dos costillas y otras heri
das menores.
El juez de distrito de los EBtados

New Mexico.

'
Hint for Knockers.
If you want to knock, get a hammer
and nail llos. From the New Era,
Published at Federal Penitentiary,
Leavenworth, Kan.

Taylor & Powers will prospect for
oil in the Red Bill country near Lov
ington.
Tito Red River section is undergo
ing one of the greatest periods of activity which ever has been noted.
Fifty-eigh- t
bars of bullion from Mo
gollón, worth $54,000, arrived at Silver
City end were stacked in a corral over
night.
The sale of the
mines of the Ocean Wave Mining Company at Hermosa, Sierra county, for
$3,000 in reported.
A Boston
fertilizer company has
taken, it is reported,
lease on the
nitrate of sodium
group of mines, twelve miles north

BANISH PIMPLES QUICKLY
Easily and Cheaply by Using Cutlcur
Soap and Ointment. Trial Free.
T Smear the pimples lightly with Cuti- cura Ointment on end of finger and
allow it to remain on five minutes.
Then bathe with hot water and Cuti-cur- a
Soap and continue some minutes.
This treatment Is best upon rising and
retiring, but is effective at any time.
Free sample each by mail with Book.
Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept. L,
Boston. Sold everywhere. Adv.

sllver-lead-zln- c

t

James-Jones-Wrig-

of Rodeo.

That the Silver Cell, owned and op
erated by the Silver Cell Mining and"
Smelting Company, will soon take its
place as the busiest camp in the Pinos
Alto;: mining district, seems practically assured.
The Chino Copper Coippany now is
mining and shipping to the big Hurley
concentrator 8,000 tons of copper ;ore
daily.
In addition, much
copper ore is shlppechregularly to the
El Paso smelter. Last month's .production exceeded that of any previous
month In the company's history.

Unidos William H. Popo nombró á W,
F." Mcllvalne de CarlBbud administrador federal en sucesión á Guy A.
Reed, en dimisión.
Los arreglos para el establecimiento
de oficinas de correo .id la mina 85
y en Shakespeare fueron preparados
por el inspector postal William Tron- segaard de Albuquerque.
El examinador de bancos de estado
Rufus H. Carter remitió al tesoro de
estado la suma de $303, total de los
honorarios percibidos en los bancos
durante el mes de enero.

high-grad-

Charles Workfe recibid como precio
de sus daños y perjuicios de la corte
de distrito un centavo en un caso en
que D. W. Low, Meldrum Gray y otros
eran defensores, en Roswell.
Emmett Goodin fué Mliertado de la
cárcel de Roswell en donde estaba ba
jo acusación de haber matado á Joo
Burleson, solo para estr.r arrestado da
nuevo por comercio de las blancas.
Welbert Sewalt y John Stavley da
Lovington compraron todo el ganada
poseído por Ned Shattuk de Queen,
pagando $6.50 por las ovejas $4.75 por
carneros de primavera y $15 por los
-

El gobernador nombró de notarlos
públicos á las personas cuyos nombres
siguen: J. A. McDonald, Kelly; An
drew C. Crozler, Laknr ood;
Frank
Herrón, Las Cruces; Edwin H.
Hughes, Solano.
Las noticias de la muirte de Georga
Kohn de Monloya se recibieron en
Las Vegas. Murió en Kansas City en
su viaje de bodas.
Se dice que la
causa de la nuerte fué el pesar de la
'
muerte de su madre.
Una superficie total de 640,000 acres
recibió demandas de concesión en la
oficina de tierras del gobierno de San
ta Fé durante el mes de enero.
Una sesión de la Asociación de Cri
adores de Caballos de Nuevo Mexico
fué arreglada para Demlng los 10
11 de marzo inmediatamente despuéi
de la sesión de la Asociación de Pan
handle en Albuquerque.
El juicio de divorcio del Reverente
EllJs Smith ahora pastor de una iglesia en Albuquerque, y antes pastor de
del
la iglesia Metodista-Episcopal- ,
sud, en Roswell, produjo muchas sen
saciones antes su terminación.
El Gobernador McDoi.ald honró una
demanda del Gobernador Hunt de Artlona por la devolución á ese estado
de J. I. Corbett, ahora bajo pena ju
dicial en Estancia. Corbett es acusado del defalco de $70 en Phoenix.
La condenación y sentencia en Las
Lunas de Lorenzo Pino é Isidro Cha
ves por robo de ganado dió fin á lo
que fué virtualmeute una caza de todo el verano & ladrones de ganado en
la reglón oeste del condado de So
-

corro.

William McRae, uno
roa más notables de la
Juan, falleció en casa
dos millas al este de

scalp.

mine.

Taylor & Powers Investigarán loa
terrenos petrolíferos del pals de Red
Bill cerca de Torrtngton.
Ernest Augustls Mavn de Magdalena recibid del Gobernor McDonald su
comlblón de notarlo público.
El consejo de administración de la
población de Estancia ha entrado en
el juego de plantación de arboles.
Se ha concedido el contrato para el
nuevo edificio de escuela de Mountain
air, que costará alrededor de $12,000.
Hay en Nuevo México una escuela
que ha organizado un club de gallinas
7 uno de marranos. Esto es en

machos.

Within ten minutes after an application of Danderlne you cannot find a
single trace of dandruff or falling hair
and your scalp will not itch, but what
will please you most will be after a
few weeks' use, when yon see new
hair, fine and downy at first yes but
really new hair growing all over the

Metal Prices.
Lead, N. Y. $6.10.

Tres prisioneros escaparon de la
cArcel de Clovls.
Los "socos" ganaron en Clovls, siendo el voto de 37 contro 273.
HIcks & Jones de Cuervo ban
un lo! al de 123,000 de accIuT.es
en el ano p. pasado.

de los ranche
región de San
de la faniili

Hair Thick,
No '

Gloasy, Fluffy, Beautiful
Mora Itching 8ealp.

da Nuevo Mexico.

Nuevo Mexico.

Home is bower of bliss to some men
only when It's the left bower.
Fools and children can be relied up- tell the truth at the wrong
time.

dh, to

Mrs. Hep's Sayings.
"Liza Spriggs is afful forehandud,"
admired Mrs. Jonathan Hep to her
neighbor, "she sez she ain't gonna let
nothln' git ahead uv her, sose she's
got her new dl'ry thet she got fer
Chrlstmus all writ up till next August
Pittsburgh Dispatch.

e

Wyoming.
Tho North Laramie Peak Mining
Company is about to begin active development of its property, located
twenty-similes south of Douglas. The
shaft, which is now down 100 feet, will
t
be sunk to the
level and much
drift work will be done.
The extreme cold weather that has
x

200-foo-

prevailed for several Wfcoks has had a
bad effect on the operations in the
oil section. With warmer weather
which now seems probo ble, gredt activity will be manifested in the drilling operations near Greybull.
The annual report of the Midwest
Refining Company for the year ending
Dec. 31, 1915, shows that the company has had an unusually prosper-ou- r
year and that the outlook for the
future is unusually promising. The balance sheet shows current assets of
$2,463,509.30, of which amount $1,139,-78represents cash in banks. The total assets amounted to $23,066.:51.70
and liabilities of $21,285,758.12, leaving
a surpls of $1,780,993.8. The liabilities conBiBt only of $560,000 notes,
payable, $735,758.12 accounts payable
and $20,000,000 stock.

1

Colorado.

Active work has commenced on
of the Fryer Hill basin at
Leadvllle.

The output from the Garbutt has
been reduced to 150 tons a day, according to the statement of Manager
Cortelllni.
The Anderson tunnel is being
pushed into Prospect mountain at
Leadvllle at the rate of eight or nine
feet a day with only two shifts at
work In the breast.
Ore testing 42 per cmt is reported
to have been uncovered in the vein
of the Brighton Tungsten Mining Company below NeJerlaud and hopes have
risen high in the bosoms of stockholders.
The plants of the United States Reduction and Refining Company at Colorado City will be sold at a forecloB-ussale on April 15 at a public auction in Colorado Springs. A decree
setting the date for the sale wns entered by Federal Judge R. E. Lewis.
The upshot price will bo $250,000 and
the purchaser must execute a bond for
e

$50,000.

,
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Opposition to Philippine Independence
Measure Also Ground for Action
of Retiring Off leer. Assistant
Secretary BreckenHdge
Also Quits.

larly from stomach and nervous trou
bles. As an illustration:
A lady in
Mo. was brought around to health
again by leaving off coffee and some
articles of food that did not agree with
her.
She says:
"For a number of years I suffered
with stomach and bowel trouble which
kept getting worse until I was 111
most of the time. About four years
ago I left off coffee and began using
My stomach and bowels
Postum.
improved right along, but I was so reduced In flesh and so nervous that the
least thing would overcome me.
"Then I changed my food and began
using Grape-Nut- s
in addition to
Postum. I lived on these two princi
pally for about four months. Day by
day I gained in flesh and strength un
til the nervous trouble bad disappeared. I feel that I owe my health
to Postum and Grape-Nuts- .
"Husband was troubled, for a long
time, with occasional cramps, and
slept badly. Finally I prevailed upon
him to ' leave off coffee and take
Postum. After he tried Postum for
a few days he found that he could
sloep and that his cramps disappeared.
He never went back to coffee." Name
given by Postum Co., Battle Creek,

PKLPARKDNLSS!
To Fortify Tho System Against

drip

when Crip Ik prer.lj.nl
LAX AT1VK BROMO
OUIN1NK
t lion Id be taken, thta combination
of Quinine with other Insredlenta, dettrnya
terms, arta aa a Tomo and LaiatW and thni
aaepa tha arttem In eondltlon to withstand
CoM. Grip and Inflitenia.
There la onlr one
BROMO QUININK."
E. W. GROVB'S air
atura on bog. aso.

Of Course Not.

Jaggs I was painting the town red
aat night.
Wangs I'll bet you didn't Use wa

RECIPE FOR GRAY HAIR.
To hull pint of water add 1 01. Bar Rom. a
small Ikx ol Barbo Cnmitound, and H 01. of
Western Newspnoer t'nlon Newa Bervlra.
glycerins Apply to the hair twice a week
Washington. Secretary Llndley M. until 11 beootuea the deeireu ahade. Anyuruir- Garrison resigned Thursday because flit can put thti op or joa can mix it at
very
coat. It will gradually
President Wilson would not "Irrevoc darkenatstreaked,littlefnded gray
balr. and
ably" Bupport the Continental army
dandruff.
It la eicellent for falling
and
will
make
hair
harsh
and glnery.
aoft
hair
plan and because he opposes the adIt will not color the scalp, Is not sticky or
ministration's program of netting a greajy,
aod doe Dot rub oil. Adv.
definite
time fo- - Philippine independence.
Stranger to Elevators.
Mrs. Brown Is very stout, but. she Is
President Wilson accepted the res
ignation and has not selected a suc- also most considerate about other peocessor.
The President himself prob- ple.
ably will take personal charge of the
The other day he went Into a large
defense hotel to call on a friend. The clerk
administration's
national
plans in Congress.
sent her to the lift. There a small
Assistant Secretary Breckenridgo boy opened the door for her.
"Are you going up, ma'am?" he
alao resigned as a mark of loyalty ta
his chief whose views he shared. Tha asked, politely.
Mrs. Brown eyed his Blender figure
President accepted his resignation.
Major and thought of her own ample proBoth take effect immediately.
General Hugh L. Scott, chief of stafl portions.
'Yes, I am, my boy," she answered.
of the army, automatically becomes
with a kindly smile. "But goodness
secretary of war ad Interim.
mo, a little fellow like you can't pull
The resignation came as a distinct
me up In thnt thing! "Unidentified.
gento
Washington
surprise not only
erally, but to members of the Cabinet.
One Cabinet officer Bald that while he SYMMOOT FOR
knew there was a difference of opinion between the President and Mr.
KIDNEY DISEASES
UarriHon over handling the army
plans, he had not the slightest suspl1
clon that an actual break was impend
is only one medicine that really
There
ing. Although Mr. GarriBon first sug- stands out
aa a remedy for
gested that he leave the Cabinet last disease! of the kidneys, liver and bladder.
month, Mr. Wilson did not formally
Dr. Kilmer's Swamn-Roo- t
standi the
accept his resignation
until late highest for the reason that it baa nroven
Thursday afternoon, when Informed to be just the remedy needed in thousands
that Mr. Garrison had left for New upon thousands of even the most distressa physician's preYork and that a rumor of his resigna ing cases. Swamp-Roofor special diseases, makes friends
tion were current. The President theo scription
quickly because its mild and immediate efdictated the letter of acceptance and fect is soon realized in most cases. It is
dispatched it immediately.
a gentle, healing vegetable compound.
It was not until 8 o'clock Thursdaj
Start treatment at once. Sold at all dru
night that formal announcement of th
tores in bottles of two sizes fifty cents
,
Garrison and Breckcnrldge reslsna and one dollar.
tlons was at the White House.
However, it you wish first to test this
send ten cents to Dr.
It is known that one of Secretan great preparation
& Co., Ringhamton. N. Y., for a
Garrison's principal reasons for bit Kilmer
ample bottle. When writing be sure and
conviction that oDiy a federal contl mention this paper. Adv.
nental army, instead of s re organized
national guard, could be the main mil
Duly Cautious.
itary dependence of the nation, wai
The street' car was crowded, and a
day
TJnlteC
some
his belief that
the
gentleman with kindly twinkles in
States may be called upon vo defend his eyes took
r
old Tom upon
the Monroe doctrine, and in that his lap.
event, he foresaw the national guard
'This will be better than standing.
might not be available for use outsldt won't it, my boy?" he suggested.
of the United States before a declara
"Uh, huh," Tom replied without en
tlon of war.
thusiasm. He had rather enjoyed
Upon the contention on the oni lurching about the aisle, just like his
hand that the continental army or ultl father.
mately universal service was the na
"Hut you want to be careful that I
tlon s only reliance, the position, or don't pick your pocket," the gentlethe other, that no one plan could b man cautioned in a phisper.
,
enforced upon CongresE, President
"Can't," Tom retorted, his voice
Wilson and his secretary of war part somewhat muffled, "soon as I saw you
ed official company.
looking at me I put my penny in my
Mr. Garrison's resignation was
mouth." Judge.
t,

five-yea-

Men In the Trenches.
Men who have been under fire in
the trenches or in the open, with
shells falling all around them and men
stricken on all sides, will tell you that
they had no fear as long as they could
fight and bear their part of the struggle.
But when wounded, lying powerless
and helpless on the field, the enemy complete surprise to official Washing
descending on them, fear of the un- ton generally. He made no persona
known, of the long hours of waiting explanation.
torture, of what fate had In store Tor
Several hours before the official an
them, has wrung groans from hearts nouncement b.9 had boarded a trail
that no pain could Influence.
with his wife for New York, and word
Each sound, each movement con had ticen puBsed at the departmenl
tained a menace for which they had that he had gone for an indeflnitt
no name, no reason, but which was
stay.
full of unutterable horror, and for
The acute differences of oplnloi
which there was no relief but merciful
led to the break began early It
unconsciousness or removal into the whichyear
when opposition to the con
the
zone of peace and safety.
tincntal army plan began developlnj
In Congress.
A GOOD CHANGE.
The circumstances which led up t
A Change of Food Works Wonders.
the resignation are detailed in the sec
Wrong food and drink cause a lot of retary's correspondence with the Pres
trouble in this world. To change is ident, which was made public tonlghl
by the White House.
HrBt aid when a person is ill, particu

It is anticipated that the coming
tungsten rush into the San Juan coun- Mich.
try this spring will rival or even surPostum comes in two forms:
Farraington,
pass, the great silver rush to Red
Postum Cereal the original for- maños,
era uno de Mountain when the marvelous Yankee
la edad de 73
must be well boiled. 15c and 25c
los primeros interesados en el desa- Girl,
t,
Uuston,
rrollo de eBa sección, habiéndose esta and Congress strikes were made in packages.
Instant Postum a soluble powde
blecido allí en 1877. El fué escribano the early 80's or the record-holdincup of hot wa
del condado de San Juan en los pri- rush to Creede in the fall of '91, when dissolves quickly In a
cream and sugar, makes
meros días de la actividad industrial. the Manhattan, Bachelor, Sunnyslde, ater, and, withbeverage
delicious
Instantly. 30c
La Asociación de Reunión de Cow- Commodore, Now York, Last Chance,
and 60c tins.
boy de- - Nuevo Mexico de Las Vegas Amethyst, Happy Thought and Par
Both kinds are equally delicious and
está ya haciendo los preparativos para Regent discoveries were followed by cost about
the same per cup.
G
y
4,
6
da
los
su gran celebración
the production of $60,000.000 worth of
"There's a Reason" for Postum.
Julio
,
ore.
sold by Grocers
Geneiisee-Vanderbil-

DIFFERS WITH
"CONTINENPRESIDENT
TAL ARMY" PLAN; QUITS.

WAR 8ECRETARY
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Servir.

GAIiiliSQII RESIGNS

HAIR STOPS FALLING

MINING AND OIL

interés para teda la genta

Western Newnjíappr Vnlnn New

LTBLUAXi.

I GIVE

UY HEALTH
To Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable) Compound.
Washington Park, 111.
"I am the
mother of four children and have suf
fered with female
trouble, backache,
nervous spoils and
the blues. My children's loud talking
and romping would
make me so nervous
I could just tear
everything to pieces
and I would ache all
r -- J .
over and fee) so sick
that I would not
want anyone to talk
to me at times. Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound and Liver Pills restored me to health end I want to thank
you for the good they have done me. I
have had quite a tit of trouble and
worry but it does not affect my youthful looks. My friends say ' Why do yoa
look so young and well ? ' I owe it all
to the Lydia E. Pinkham remedies."
Mrs. Robt. Stopiel, Moore Avenue,
Washington Park, Illinois.
We wish every woman who suffers
from female troubles, nervousness,
backache or the blues could see the letters written by women made well by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
If yon have any symptom about which
you would like to know write to the
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn,
Mass., for helpful advice given free of

r

v.

charge.

Improvements in Hawaii.
The territory of Hawaii now has in
hand reclamation works that will cost
about $300,000, with several other projects in. contemplation. At Honolulu
a strip of land half a mile wide, starting near the wharves and extending
for about three miles along the shore.
Is being put In sanitary condition. Another project well under way, known
as the Waiolama reclamation project,
will Improve the water front of Hilo,
on the Island of Hawaii.

Weeks'.

Break-Up-A-Co-

Tablets

ld

guaranteed remedy for Colds and
La Grippe Price 25c of your druggist.
It's good. Take nothing else. Adv.

A

Might Better Have Said Nothing.
Judge PrlBoner at the bar, have
you anything to say for yourself?
Prisoner Yes, mind; I admits I'm

a vagabon' and a thief; but yer ought-e- r
be werry thankful I'm here and let
me orf lightly.
Judge How do you make that out?
Prisoner Well, suppose we blokes
went on a strike and turned honest,
what would yer ludshlp and sich as
you do fur a livln'?"
Judge (severely) lTm five years'
penal servitude. London Mail.
Be happy. Use Red Cross Ban Blue;
much better than liquid blue. Delights
the laundress. All grocers. Adv.
A slip of the tongue Is often more
serious than a slip of the foot.

FROM GIRLHOOD TO OLD
New Strength for Lame Backs
Conditions
AGE WOMEN ARE HELPED
and Worn-out

Dear Mr. Editor:
I suffered from lame back and a
feeling. Was unable to
tired, worn-ou- t
stand erect and scarcely able to get
usually come on at
would
around. It
first with crick in small of my back.
I took Anuric Tablets and my back
commenced to get better. I did not
have to walk doubled over as I did
before UBing the "Anuric." It is the
best remedy I have ever taken for
what It la Intended to relieve.
A. G. DRAKE.

At the first symptoms of any derangement of the feminine organism
at any period of life the one safe, really
helpful remedy is Dr. Pierce's Favorite
Prescription for every conceivable ailment and disease of a womanly nature.
It is a woman's temperance medicine
and its ingredients are published on
wrapper.
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription Is
a true friend to women in times of
trial and at times of pain when the
organs are not performing their functions. For headache, backache, hot
flasb'es, catarrhal conditions, bearing
down sensations, mental depression,
women,
dizziness,
fainting spells,
should never fall to take this tried and
true women's medicine.

NOTE: When your kidneys get
sluggish and clog, you suffer from
dizzy spells,
backache,
or the twinges and pains of lumbago,
rheumatism and gout. "Anuric" is the
TEUTONS TO SINK ARMED SHIPS most powerful agent in dissolving
orle acid, as hot water melts sugar.
Ask the druggist for "Anuric," put
Notice Given That Merchantmen Car Dp by Dr. Pierce, in
packages.
rylng Guns Will Be Treated1 as
DISTEMPER
Warships.
CAiaRKHAL FEVER
AMD At L NOSE
Germany and Austria-Hungarhavt
AND 1 URO AT DISEASES
notified the United States and othei
a
for others.
as
preventative
acts
Cures
the
sick
and
neutral nations that beginning Marcb
Liquid priven on the tongue. Bafe for brood mares and
1 they will regard all merchant ves
all others. BeBt kidney remedy. 50 cents a- bottle, $6 a
and turf goodH houses, or sent,
dozen. Hold by all drugg-latseis carrying guns in tne same clasi
Booklet, "DistemexpreHS paid, by the manufacturera.
as warships and that they will be at
per. Cause and Cure," free.
way,
same
without an)
tacked in the
SroIIX MEDICAL CO., Cheraiats. Goabrn. Ind., V. 8. A.
obligation to give warning to crew 01
pussenpers. The United States, on
the strength of this statement coos
will issue a warning to American citl
sens that they will not be protected
by their government if they take pus
sage on such armed vessels, which
Prize Awarded to Western Canada for
Barley, Altai fa and Gramme
Wheat,
the eyes of the United States govern
merit, would be equivalent to taking
The winnings of Western Canada at the Soil Products
Exposition st Denver were easily made. The list
passiige on an armed cruiser of one ol
comprised Wheat, Oats, Barley and Grasses, the most
the belligerents.
important being the prizes for Wheat and Oats and
The action of the Teutonic powers
sweep stake on Alfalfa.
la believed to have grown out of the
No less Important than the splendid quality of Wester
by
Secretary
ol
recent general note
Canada's wheat and other grains, is the excellence cf
State Lansing to all tho belligerents,
the cattle fed and fattened on the grasses of that
proposing a new set of rules to govern
cousstry. A recent shipment ol cattle to Chicago
V"
warfare on the sea.
topped the market in that city for quality and price.
llT
? Weateta Caaaaa ana acta h 1S15
4 suck rlrt
Defense Measures to Be Passed
at all I Ike UaiU Stataa, ef era 300,000,000 ftatksla.
Republicans
of
the
Washington.
Canada in proportion to population has a greater
House military committee assured
exportable surplus 01 wneai tins year man any
fl.tiSa
President Wilson, Thursday that
)'a k. country in figure
the world, and at present prices you
ttrong army increase bill drafted in
out the revenue for the pro
can
1 non
partisan spirit and accom
ducer. In Western Canada you will find
plishing all the main objects sought
markets, splendid schools, excep
, good
y the war department plan would
tional social conaiuona, perieci cnmaio
and other great attractions. There
e on the House calendar within
hree weeks at most. They told la aa war lax ea land and aa conscription.
for Illustrated pamphlet and aak for reduced railway rates, tnfortnatioo aa to beat local ioo, le,
ilm, however,
that the committee Send
Aüüiaaa SuiwruiUodcul imniigiauoa, Ottawa. Canada, or
practically was unanimously opposed
VY. V. BENNETT, Room 4, Baa Bids.. Ciaaba, Ne.br.
the department' continental
Canadian Government Ascot
irmy schema

PINK EYE

lumper Grain Crops
Good Markets High Prices
Oaf,

--
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HEW MEXICO
FILVER CITY
at the oilice of
Siil b at Iirti-ihurj- f
I . W. MamaHs, on tlie first, and third

SATURDAY if each mooih for the!
convenience of client

If.

now showing

reiiA junes, piup.

Agency

Semi-Month-

For Our Regular Show
Remember the Price 5c and 10c
DIAMOND FROM THE SKY

Protect Yourself and Family

L

R.

Of Galreston, Tnu
Address enquiries to Box 882. Lordsburg
ht

f

,

LYMAN H. HAYS
i

OF R. R. TRACK

NORTH

Attorney at I aw, Wilcox, Arizona
--

vwvwwwwwwwwv:
Assayers and Miners
Critchett

Ferguson

&

AUTO DELIVERY

J.

a large consignment

Contractor Heather has received
of milling
machinery which he is installing
in his new shop. The machinery
is motor, driven and constitutes
band saws, cross-cand rip saws,
planers and general power equip
ment for wootl working.

R. K. Minson, general freight
and passenger agent of the A. &
N. M. Railroad, was a business
visitor in Lordsburg Tuesday,
making a trip to the 85, mine in
the forenoon. Mr. Minson re
ports renewed progress at Clifton
and Morenci with the wheels of
progress again circling in their
orbits which is
putting the A. & N. M. up to its
rushing in supplies.
equipment and the necessities of
the great copper held to the north

SOOCQCOCOOOO0GCOG4GOOOC

FOR ORE SHIPPERS

II. L. SWINK, Owner

El Paso. Texas.

FRESH MEATS
I'roninl Deliveries made

I

In

-

-

Lordsburg

ARTHUR W. 1I0UCK
Assayer and Chemist
OOCOQOCQOC

tfent for Ore Shipper
at the Douglas Smelters.

A

fiOLIt ANII SII.VKK Hl l. I. ION
PI KCHAKI
B

X

:i92

355 10

linifcl.A.

h

St.

con-

to come.
J. W. Johnson's car was strip
ped down to racing dress one
night last week when it was left
in a mud hole near the 85 mine.
Thieves lifted every movable part
of the car including the magneto,
spark plugs, horn, tires, etc.
Sheriff H. J. McGrath has received advice from Dallas, Texas,
that a man supposed to be the
well known Bob Lafferty who
forged several checks and lifted
The Liberal's wearing apparel
here, has been apprehended and
is held awaiting disposal.

"85" Meat Market

'

REPRESENTATIVE
P. O. Box 712

p

-

Typewriter man of El Paso, wa9 in
the city Saturday placing several
new machines.
The St. Valentine dance at the
K. of P. Hall last Saturday night
was well attended and all report
having a most enjoyable time.
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Williams and
Mr. and Mrs,- Wilkey of Duncan
motored to Lordsburg Sunday in
the Williams new Studebaker.
Jack Stephens made final proof
on his homestead at Gold Hill be
fore U. S. Commissioner Bush on
Monday. Curt Rainbolt and Felix
Jones were his witnesses.

85 Mine Directory

jCustom Assay Office

ARPONA.

W. JOHNSON
MINE STORE

85

n:

ti
tL. or
'Walk One pIock ana Save A Dollar" iuwu riices ai tiie oo nunc
Scamp. Free Automobile De-SURPRISE GROCERY
livery anywnere in tins vichi- Í;uy. uei junnsun n rrices oe-i-tA
The World Feature Films, which
STORE COMPANY
fore You Buy.
have been the Friday night attracFRANCISCO BARELA
tion at the Star Theater, are now
PROPRIETOR
boooooooeoocoooooooaoi)oodt being shown on Thursday evening,
Fresh Meats, - Vegetables and
owing to other events occurring on
Friday night. The special UniverGroceries. PROMPT Deliveries
sal drama and comedy will be
Phone No. 6 - 2 Rings
shown Friday and a change of pro of Lordsburg.
gram baturday nights.
Store North of S. P. Tracks
'
4.

ut

C

Eli Barbe

Reach for Either Phone
me'r or. tha ftt.hpr end of both.
Everything from pins to printing
anai a complete une 01

ill

in Rear of St. Elmo Bar

g

n

tjj

8

S.

TWO CHAIRS
GILLUM, Proprietor

.

Agency El Paso Steam Lanudry

Essipssi

BOOKS AND FORMS

for every business man. Test
our phone service we're proud
OI 11.

Deafness Cannot Be Cured
plt'ftWus.

tliey runnot reach th
rjWiwd tMrtiin of th
Tbtrs la only um
war to cura dVtfntms. and that la br cooatltutl.n
I rniMHe.
lieafiieHS la cauav
br au Inflamed
cinlltlun f lb oiucoua Itnlnaj of tlie Euntitchiao
la luflnmed you barf a
Tab. When tbla tube
.uhd or fui perfect bearing, and whfo
fnmbllnir
la tlie reault, and
clowd licafiit
tnken out and
ran
tinleaa the Inflammation
tbla tube reattrl to Ha norroul conillttou. bear
caa
out of
ing will he dMfmyt'd forerer;
r Catarrh, whlcli la nothing but
are raua-a Inflamed roudltlon of the nniemia aurfacii
U will give rne Hundred .trillar for any ca
br c;tnrrb thnt canut b
of Deafnee
Cure,
Buiid for circu
cured by Halla Lata
by local

ir.

nlf

tn

Ura, íree.

aV
O.
CO., Tok-do- .
Dragftiata, T.V.
Tilla fur conatlpatlon.
lull
Take lia Da

Sold

br

F. J. CIIEVKY

ft

FOEMS

csal-pnzs- n

BINDERS

FOR BALE BY

The Western Liberal
LAND SCRIPT
U. S. Commissioner Bush has e- cured several blocks of Santa Fe
land script in IGO acre tracts tur
sale at approximately $5.50 per
For
acre and fully guaranteed.
sale as long as it lasts to the first
comers.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Oensrtment of the Interior. U. 8. Land Of
fice at Laa Cruces. N. M., Feb. 9, 1916.
Notice ii hereby viven that Carl W. Puschel,
of Gaffe. N. M.. who, on February 1, 1918, made
homestead entry. No. 07996. for NEU Sec ii
T. 24 8.. R. 14 W., and on Sept. 8. 19 16, made
additional homestead entry No. 012214. for
SEV4 Section 24. Township 24 8., Range 14
W., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make final three year proof, to
establish claim to the land above described.
before Fans V. Bush., United States Com mis
sioner, at Lordsburg-- N. M., on the 26th
day of March, 191S.
claimant names as witnesses:
F. S. Case, of Caite. N. M. : John Weems,
Clarence Williams, of Separ, N. M. ; O. M
Parks, of Gaire. N. M.
Feb.18-Mar.1- 7
John L. Burnside. Register
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. 8. Land Office at Las Cruces. N. M., Feb. 9, 1918.
Notice is hereby giren that Adolph H.
Hirsch. of Playas, N. M.. who on July 1. 1916
NEV, Sec. 19. WM, NWV4 Sec 20. Township
27 S.. Range 17 W., N. M. P. Meridian, has
made homestead entry No. 011912, for EVi
filed notice of intention to make final three
year proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before J. M. Trippe, U. 8,
Commissioner, at Playas, N. M on the 26th
day of March, IB 1.
simani ramee as witnesses:
John A. Croon, William Adams. John W.
Walker, Guernsey Adams, all of Playas,
N. M.
Feb.lS-Mar.1- 7
John L. Burnside, Register

Morniui Star Saloon
I

Under New Management

"

i

Contractor, Builder, Estimator.';
Plans and Estimating Free

Large and Juicy Beers
Finest Wines, Liquors, Spurs, Ropes
and Gentlest Bar Saddle Horses

Jn0

Mining Wedges made and Sold

Mining Timbers Framed.

í

I

CANDIES"

IIO
TA HIV
uun FTftsr:
eluftC
W tell to many of thesi
famously good chocolates that
w can always tupply any of the

dohnntort popular auortmenti.
And alwaym Froth
These-

Milling Machine "Work
(f$ii?

tSXi?

3S

&!mi$'$ ri!

Parlors

thb Saturday Evenino Post

has Conven B
Lordsburg every
Are

tod tiling aivaitsgeiif

6

ill ?

Why bother with smoky lamps these dark nights ?
The cost of wiring your house and supplying you
with electricity is very, very low. You cannot
afford to be without electricity. Come to the
office and let's talk it over.

EXCELLENT WATER SERVICE
Let us Pipe it to Your Home

.LoriÉn

Cmpt

Power

Lordsburg's First Class Bakery

Out-of-To-

D. H. White of the Burro Mountain Copper Co. at Tyrone was here
the first of the week looking for a
tungsten property. Mr. White was
a visitor in the Steeplerock district
last week, where he is interested
in some valuable property.

FOR SALE 160 acres patented
land at Onopra, N.M.; will sell
cheap. Ask at The Liberal.
) WANTED 1.000 goat3 to run on
shares; have excellent range,
II
plenty water and help. R. S.
Burns, Animas, New Mexico.
l
House, good as new and now
rented. Will sell for $1,200 or
$G00 down and balance on short
time. A big bargain if taken at
once, F. V. Bush, agent.
The best job printing
Liberal.

at the

What Sh Wanttt

PROPRIETOR

LMi'WHi.iimiiiiiiimiUiilliliiiUttitt.l.u.ml

fgSS

Butter Crust

are the kind you see

advertised in

HARRY FARRIOR
PROPRIETOR

ft

Nesch's Sanitary Bakery

A

(Slinailatni

2: THE MINT CLUB
1

()
'3
()

Joe Nygren, the popular man
ager of the drug department of
the Eagle Drug Mercantile Company, will leave the first of March
to accept a responsible position
with the Douglas Drug Mercantile
Company of Douglas, Arizona,
There are hardly any persons in
Brcaii
Nesch's
town who have more friends than
Mr. and Mrs. Nygren and their
BEST ON EARTH Every Loaf Wrapped
departure is felt with regret by
old and young. Mr. Nygren is
one of the best pharmacists in
the southwest and his success in Where Quality, Service and Satisfaction are guaranteed. Headhis new capacity is a certainty, quarters for everything in the Bakery Line. Special orders for
Fancy Bakery Goods solicited. Phone orders delivered.
L. H. Bartlett, J. H. Robinson
We Have tile Business, and we Want YOUR Business
and J. K. Blair of Santa Rita were
visitors at the Bonney Mine SunOrders' Solicited
Our Guarantee Protects You.
day.

--

I

and are

1

)
(

materially

High class tailoring, cleaning, pressLadies and Gentle-men- s
suits made at home from $18.00
to $40.00.
See M. P. Farrer, the
tailor. 4.

"THE APPRECIATED

3 IT
a.

;

()
()
(1

Paul Nesch, Proprietor

J CASTO RIA
For Infants and Children

In Uso For Over 30 Years

Always bears
'
the
Signature of'

yffA&Álti

Phone 38

J. H. Henson, Manager

GARAGE

ing and altering.

Tlie

(')
(

capacity

ISt!

(

Lordsburg

The El Paso agency for Fords
advised the Scott Garage
has
j vention of the Electrical Associahere that there will be no imme
tion.
diate increase or decrease in the
W. F. Cummins, the Underwood price of Ford cars for some time

Mining Law a Specialty.

J

Homes on tho Easy Payment Plan

W. F. Ritter was in Albuquer

5
Practice in Public Lands and e que this week attending the

5
9

j

THE NEW ZEIGER

With Insurance In

American Nat'I Insurance Co.

Blacksmith, Wheel-wrigSpring and axel Welding
Wood Working
Horseshoing.

k

lv

locate

Tuesday

Every

Farrer, the tailor, hn3 a
few uncalled for suit.
Nice furnished front room for
rent to one or two pentlemen.
Apply at this office.
D. C. Farrer has moved to
Lanark where he will have charge
of the S. P. section there.
Miss Ella F. Desmond enter
tained the Birdge Club Tuesday
at the home of Mrs. II. D. Hill.
Mrs. Conner has returned to
Lordsburg after a visit with her
daughter Mrs. S. R. Dunnagan
I.I. P.

in Douglas.
Don't mm the
Magazine Section in this week's
FOR RENT Two nice, bright
Cleaning, Pressing, Altering
Liberal.
front rooms', well located, just
newly painted and papered. Mrs.
Have you read the Magazine sec J.' M.
Turner.
tion. Don't mias any of the Liber
al's features.
Dr. and Mrs. E. B. Walker of
Arizona, arrived here Tuesday
A. J. Interrieden and Jack Hea
Agency at 85 Mine
may
in LordsbiSrg
ther motored to Duncan Saturday and
permanently.
on business.
Main Office, LORDSEURG HOTEL
Muikrkey & Bala
A. O. Garland
Rodeo, and
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Graham were Alfred B. Ward of of
Animas were
in for the dance Saturday night in
U. S. Commissioners
their new Ford.
for another term.
' Kid Fargo won a ten round de
Robert M. Reynolds this week
EL PASO, TEXAS
cision over Steve Rivera at Tyrone
sold his goats to E. Williams of
last Saturday night.
Mining
particularly
and Cattlemen and their families.
to
the A. & N. M. who expects to Ladies'Caters
dinning room will seat one hundred persons Buffet for men will seat
Weldon and Brown have struck move them to Willard, N. M.
sixty persons. Eleven private dining rooms for banquets and private dinners,
a rich vein of ore on their min
Order your spring suit now. will seat ninety persons.
ing claims near the Bonney.
previous to the spring rush. The THIS IS THE BIGGEST LITTLE HOTEL ON THE OVERLAND TRAIL
S. M. Chase returned the last of prices are right and workmanship
week
the
from a short vacation and a fit guaranteed at your local
trip to southern California.
tailor's, M. P. Farrer.

15c and 25c

PRICES

Goods

Bakery

J. II. Briley and W. O. Hutch-in- s
of Duncan were in the city
Saturday.

Plenty of Fun, Thrills
and Enterta i n m en t

NKWMK.XICO

Finest

Silver City was
here the latter part of the week.
G. P. Howe of

Shubcrt
Feature of Quality

A Five Act

Auto Service to 85 Mine
any time, Day or Night
All classes of Magazines
and Newspapers.
for

Jim Wright and Roy Harper
were in from Red Rock Monday.

Big Universal Program
Friday and Saturday Nights

BATHS. LACXDHY AOENCY

-

Sid Robinson, the piano player,
left Saturday night for Yuma.

Thursday Nights

Dr. J. G. Egon's
..-

Ira Williams of Tyrone was here
Sunday visiting the McAllisters.

World Features

SHOP

BARBER

Next door to
OKI'WIIl'RO.

THEATRE

STAR

LAWIER3

fr

LOCAL ii'EnSOÍÍAL1

& Dlack

Terrell

The Ford Agency
.

Roadster, $440.05
Touring Car $490.05
F. O. B. LORDSBURG

,

A Full And Complete Line of Accessories

At All Times

Official Agents For "Pep"
Daily Stage Line Between Lordsburff, Tyrone
And Silver City. Save Time And Money

